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If we focus on what 
truly counts in life, 
God will use us to 
do some wonderful 
things for the 
kingdom and our 
fellow man. 
----~-
On the cover. 
Although Dr. Don Eng-
land is noted as a Dis-
tinguished Professor of 
Chemistry, the exquisite 
birds he carves, includ-
ing this Scissor-tail Fly-
catcher, show that there 
is a relationship between 
art and science. He ex-
plains the relationship 
beginning on page 7 0. 
(Photo by jeff Mont-
gomery) 
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FROM THE PRESIDENT 
Sharing struggles in the faith aids in the building of servant leadership 
T HE 1998 LECTURESHIP THEME, "Focusing on Things That Count," has served as a mar-velous backdrop for campus life during the 
past months. 
It seems only fitting at a Christian school that we 
spend more time emphasizing what is truly important 
in the eternal scheme of things and less on what is 
temporal, and chapel is one of the avenues through 
which we show this emphasis. 
Speakers have focused us on the eternal as well as 
the things that matter most in this life. They have 
shared personal experiences and struggles they have 
had in staying the course and have relived for us trau-
matic events that changed their lives. 
The chapel committee designed a week titled 
"Struggles with the Faith." Five Christians were invit-
ed to share with our students struggles from the heart. 
Nabil Jan, an Iraqi national who was imprisoned 
and tortured by his own government during the Gulf 
War, took the stage on Monday. Jan shared with our 
students his disbelief in God prior to this experience, 
and then allowed us to walk with him through his 
miraculous escape from Iraq with his family and ulti-
mate arrival in Athens where they found the church 
and became Christians. 
Today, Jan's family lives in Searcy where he trans-
lates Bible materials for the lost of the Middle East. 
Unable to return to Iraq where he fears execution, he 
is one of the few to have ever escaped from Saddam 
Hussein's prisons. 
One of our own, Michael Arnold stood behind the 
Benson podium less than a year after an accident that 
almost claimed his life. Arnold, a sophomore from 
Texas, fell 18 feet at a parking garage in Little Rock, 
Ark., during his freshman year. The tragic accident 
led his surgeons to give him only a 10 percent chance 
of living prior to the delicate brain surgery which 
took place soon after. Arnold told us that when he 
awoke from his surgery, the surgeons were standing 
around his bed in tears. The way God worked 
through him during the dark hours of this tragedy is 
as amazing as his recovery. 
Lonnie Johnson was drafted in 1994 by the Buffa-
lo Bills to play their key tight-end position. He had 
played for the Florida State Seminoles and led their 
team in receptions. 
Raised in the church, he made the decision at an 
early age to follow Christ's example in everything he 
did. Since playing for Buffalo, he has converted one 
teammate and is known as a Christian role model 
both on and off the field. Johnson's ultimate ambition 
is to preach the gospel full time, which he hopes to 
do when his NFL career ends. 
His story inspired our students tremendously. His 
determination to focus on things which matter de-
spite the diversions of fame is a shining example of 
the power of Christ working within God's children. 
Jonesboro, Ark., was relatively unknown to the 
world before the Westside Middle School shootings a 
year ago. Lynette Thetford, however, was well known 
to everyone at Westside. Thetford was one of the 
teachers shot on that unforgettable spring morning. 
She lay helplessly on the ground as she watched stu-
dents die. As a Christian, a mother of three and an el-
der's wife, she could have questioned God's direction 
for her life after this tragedy. She told us of her desire 
to respond as Christ would, to forgive the boys who 
murdered, and to use this traumatic event as a bless-
ing for the kingdom. 
Her example to the future teachers in our student 
body was worth more than any class they'll ever take. 
Her servant lifestyle and attitude is what Christianity 
is all about. 
Our alumni are often in the local news for various 
reasons, but seldom make national headlines. When 
they do, it is generally because of some moral or spiri-
tual conviction that has led them to take a stand. 
Jerry Mitchell, an alumnus who has been featured 
previously in this magazine, addressed our students 
on Friday of this week. His career and Christian prin-
ciples led to the reopening of the Medgar Evers civil 
rights case in Jackson, Miss. As a result, Byron De La 
Beckwith was convicted of Evers' racially-motivated 
murder and is serving the rest of his life in prison. 
The movie "Ghosts of Mississippi" is based on the re-
opening of this case. 
Mitchell reminded us that although it took some 
30 years to bring this man to justice, God was work-
ing on his timetable for a reason. He told us that al-
though we may want these things done at our pace, 
God is not slow in fulfilling His judgement. 
What a powerful story was told by a man who 
once sat where the students were. If we focus on what 
truly counts in life, God will use us to do some won-
derful things for the kingdom and our fellow man. 
Servant leadership is what Harding is all about. We 
want nothing more than students who will become 
servants in their field, whether that field is education, 
like Thetford, or journalism, as was Mitchell's, or an 
athletic career, as was so well shown through John-
son's story. Or they may take their seat in an office 
somewhere and translate material to send to the lost, 
like Jan, with no one ever knowing who the translator 
was, but coming to Christ thanks in part to a man 
God kept alive for His use. 
My prayer is that you will use the struggles in your 
life to give glory to God as an example of the victori-
ous power we can have over Satan when we dedicate 
ourselves to the task of servanthood. !HI 
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AROUND CAMPUS 
Faculty analyze 
"The Truman Show" 
at literary festival 
Dr. john Williams, 
associate professor of 
English, organized a 
panel of four faculty 
members who present-
ed a program on the 
movie "The Truman 
Show" jan. 8 at a liter-
ary festival at the Uni-
versity of Mary Hardin-
Baylor in Belton, Texas. 
Presenters were Kathy 
Dillion, Dr. Ken Hammes 
and Sherry Organ, all 
of the English depart-
ment, and Dr. Ken Cam-
eron of the behavioral 
sciences department. 
Regina Spirit 
Award goes to 
married couple 
Voting from a list of 
students nominated by 
Regina women's social 
club, the senior class 
elected married stu-
dents Pat and Deborah 
Bills as the recipients of 
this year's Regina Spirit 
Award. The honor is 
given annually to two 
seniors whose lives re-
flect Christian ideals 
and servanthood. Pat is 
a youth and family 
ministry major from 
Normandy, Tenn., and 
Deborah is an elemen-
tary education major 
from Antioch, Tenn. 
Crockett, Kirby 
conduct workshop 
on youth violence 
Sharen Crockett, pro-
fessor of family and 
consumer sciences, and 
graduate student Kathy 
Kirby presented a 
workshop Oct. 17, 
1998, in North Little 
Rock, Ark., at the annu-
al conference of the 
Arkansas Early Child-
hood Association. Their 
workshop, "Violence 
and Aggression in 
Young Children: What 
Can We Do?," was pre-
sented again Feb. 20 
for educators in the 
Searcy area. 
Students provide relief 
after tornadoes strike 
local communities 
MORE THAN 30 TORNADOES 
ripped through Arkansas on the 
evening of Jan. 21, killing eight 
and destroying many homes and 
businesses. Massive damage oc-
curred in the Beebe, McRae and 
Center Hill communities, all with-
in an 18-mile radius of the campus. 
Within hours volunteers began 
pouring into the affected commu-
nities to provide relief. Harding 
students were no exception. It 
took only minutes Jan. 25 to re-
cruit more than 1,100 students for 
the clean-up efforts. 
During chapel, President David 
Burks mentioned the need for 
help, followed by Student Associa-
tion President Chad Gardner who 
told students that classes would be 
excused for those who volun-
teered. Less than 30 minutes later, 
students reassembled in Benson 
Auditorium and divided into three 
groups, going to Beebe, McRae 
and Center Hill. 
"The SA had an emergency 
meeting to work out plans for the 
relief effort," said Gardner. "We 
didn't know how many would 
show up and volunteer, but we 
prayed about it and knew God 
Working at an apartment complex destroyed by tornadoes in nearby Beebe, Ark., students 
begin the task of clearing the debris. 
would take care of the numbers. 
We were overwhelmed with how 
many students volunteered." 
Students and faculty members 
helped salvage items at the heavily 
damaged Beebe Public Schools, at 
an apartment complex and post 
office in McRae, and at several 
homes in the Center Hill area. 
Working together the faculty and 
student volunteers inspired each 
other, as well as storm victims, 
with their servant-like spirit. 
"The devastation was just unre-
al," said Kim Genton, a senior 
from Pensacola, Fla. ''At one home 
we began to find a lot of pictures, 
and it was just as if we were pick-
ing up the pieces of this family's 
memories." 
Many students spent up to five 
days helping with food distribu-
tion, salvaging household items 
from destroyed homes, boxing 
items for the Beebe school teach-
ers, and distributing bottled water. 
David Itkin conducts the Arkansas Symphony Feb. 7 6, accompanied by University choral groups. 
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Endowment honors 
Spurrier's memory 
AN ENDOWMENT FOR SPECIAL 
library projects was created by the 
estate of former Library Director 
Suzanne Spurrier after her death 
Dec. 23, 1998, following an 18-
month struggle with cancer. 
A 1971 alumna, Spurrier re-
ceived a master's from the Univer-
sity of West 
Virginia and a 
master of li-
brary science 
degree from 
Indiana Uni-
versity. She 
worked at the 
University library for 23 years, 
serving as director since 1990. 
Instrumental in computerizing 
the library facilities, she was a 
member of both the American and 
Arkansas Associations of Universi-
ty Librarians and the Arkansas As-
sociation of University Women. 
She founded SISTERS, a sharing-
oriented computer network for 
women, and was a Bible class 
teacher, Hospice volunteer, mem-
ber of College Church of Christ, 
member of Associated Women for 
Harding and an officer in Harding 
Business Women. She was honored 
by the University in 1993 with a 
Distinguished Service Award. 
Playing to two sold-out 
performances in Benson 
Auditorium Feb. 7 3, Bill 
Cosby tells one of his many 
stories of the evening. 
Through her activities as well 
as her position as director of the li-
brary, Spurrier made a difference 
in the lives of many. She was well-
known on campus for her kindness, 
generosity and sense of humor. 
The daughter of the late 
William and Golda Price Spurrier 
of Zanesville, Ohio, she is survived 
by a sister and brother-in-law, 
Grace and Butch Steil of Suther-
lin, Va., and two nephews, Bill 
Steil of Danville, Ark., and Dana 
Steil of Cabot, Ark. 
Gifts to the Spurrier Library 
Special Projects Endowment Fund 
should be sent to the Harding 
University Advancement Office, 
Box 12238, Searcy, AR 72149, 
with a designation that it is for 
this fund. 
"Grand lady'' of art 
department dies at 86 
ELIZABETH MASON, LONG-TIME 
professor of art and former chair 
of the department, died Feb. 9 in 
Searcy at the age of 86. 
Mason served as department 
chair from the time she joined the 
faculty in 1946 until 1978. After 
retiring as chair, she continued to 
teach full time for five years. Com-
pleting 37 years of service, she of-
ficially finished her teaching re-
Choral groups unite to sing during the annual 
Christian College Choral Festival hosted by 
Harding jan. 8-9. 
sponsibilities in 1983. Nwsmakers ... During her years of service, she 
oversaw the growth of the depart-
Doran addresses 
ment from a 
therapists at 
single faculty 
member in its 
Children's Hospital 
original space 
Dr. Faye Doran, pro-
fessor of art, presented 
in Godden a workshop Feb. 19 ti-
Hall to its own tied "Identifying Nor-
two-story facil- mal Development and 
ity, construct- Signs of Abuse in Chil-dren's Drawings of the 
ed in 1969. It was primarily Ma- Human Figure" for 
son's leadership that resulted in the therapists at Arkansas 
design and successful completion Children's Hospital in 
of the Stephens Art Center. When Little Rock, Ark. 
the center was expanded last year, 
Turley certified as one of its two new galleries was 
named in her honor. exercise specialist 
The Chattanooga, Tenn., native Dr. Ken Turley, assis-
earned her bachelor's degree in sci-
tant professor of kinesi-
ology, attended a five-
ence from Abilene Christian Uni- day workshop at the 
versity in 1934 and obtained a Hammons Heart lnsti-
master's degree in art education tute in Springfield, Mo., 
from George Peabody College in Nov. 14-18, 1998, 
sponsored by the 
1940. After teaching high school American College of 
art for several years in Texas, she Sports Medicine. He 
and her husband, the late Perry has since passed a writ-
Mason, were persuaded to come to ten and practicum 
Harding by then-president George exam and is a certified ACSM exercise specialist. 
S. Benson. 
Her love of painting was widely Adams accepted 
known. She even resorted on occa- into craft guild 
sian to painting on cardboard Daniel Adams, associ-
when she couldn't afford canvas. ate professor of art, 
Her passion for art, coupled with was juried into the 
concern for her students, drew Arkansas Craft Guild 
Mason much respect from col- Aug. 20, 1998, by a committee represent-
leagues and students. ing the guild's 300 
Upon her retirement, she stat- members. Located in 
ed, "My greatest work of art, I Mountain View, Ark., 
would hope, are the many stu- the guild honored 
dents I have worked with and Adams for his print-
whose lives I have touched in 
making skills. 
some way, hopefully for the good." Thompson 
Mason is survived by a son, president-elect 
Perry Mason Jr., (B.S.'59) ofLub- of education 
bock, Texas, and Molly Noble association 
(B.A.'70) of Searcy. Dr. Linda Thompson, 
She established a scholarship Student Support Ser-
fund prior to her death to honor vices director, was 
both her father and her husband. selected in january to 
The Brewer-Mason Memorial serve as president-elect of the National Associa-
Scholarship Fund is designed to tion of Developmental 
benefit Harding Academy, where Education. She took of-
her husband served as superinten- fice at the association's 
dent. Memorials may be made to conference Feb. 17 in 
Detroit, and will serve 
the fund in her honor, as well. as president of the 
Gifts may be sent to the Harding association in 2000. 
University Advancement Office, 
Box 12238, Searcy, AR 72149. 
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Ntwsmttkm Keller to head art and 
Manor presents at design department 
Oriental research DR. JOHN KELLER, PROFESSOR OF 
conference art, has been selected to serve as 
Dr. Dale Manor, asso- chair of the department of art and 
ciate professor of Bible, design, succeeding retiring chair-
presented a paper ti- man Don Robinson. Keller's ap-tied "Worshiping lm-
ages and Figurines: pointment becomes effective at the 
Biblical and Anthropo- beginning of the fall 1999 semester. 
logical Perspectives" Keller taught high school art 
Nov. 18, 1998, in Or- for six years in Nebraska before 
lando, Fla., at the an-
becoming a nual meeting of the 
American Schools of member of the 
Oriental Research. art faculty in 
1978. Last 
Music association year he was 
names Shearin named Art Ed-
secretary ucator of the 
Dr. Arthur Shearin, Year by the 
professor and chair of Arkansas Art Educators, an affili-the music department, 
ate of the National Art Education was elected Dec. 2, 
1998, to serve as re- Association. 
gional secretary of the "''m grateful for John's dedicat-
National Association of ed service and for the role he plays 
Schools of Music. The in promoting art across our state," University belongs to 
Region Nine, which President Burks said in making the 
comprises all the col- announcement. ''I'm confident 
lege, university and he'll be a great leader for the de-
professional music partment, and I thank Don for his 
schools in Arkansas, 
21 years of work and leadership as Louisiana, Oklahoma 
and Texas. department chair." 
Keller is an alumnus who re-
Math journal ceived his bachelor's degree in 
publishes Thompson 1971. The native Nebraskan ob-
Dr. Travis Thompson, rained his master's degree in 1977 
professor of math and from the University of Nebraska 
computer science, had and received his doctoral degree 
a paper titled "Truth from the same university in 1987. Tables- A Functional 
Approach" published Robinson will continue to 
in the fall1998 issue of teach full time in the department. 
The American Mathe-
matico/ Association of American Studies Two- Year Colleges Review. 
Thomas appointed Institute tours 
Dallas businesses by governor 
Dr. jack Thomas, pro-
VISITING ONE OF THE LARGEST fessor of psychology 
and chair of the behav- financial trade centers of the 
ioral science depart- Southwest, the American Studies 
ment, was appointed annual trip gave students the op-
jan. 15 by Arkansas portunity to tour businesses, re-Gov. Mike Huckabee to 
a five-year term on the view history and even play a little 
state's Criminal justice football at Texas Stadium. 
Institute Advisory Board. In February the students, along 
wirh Dr. Bob Reely and other 
School of Business faculty, got an 
inside look at Dallas businesses in-
eluding the Dallas Country Club, 
E Systems, Electronic Data Sys-
terns, Health Care Corp. and 
Texas Instruments. Visiting the 
4 Spring 1333 · H A R D I N G 
businesses allowed students to see 
how major corporations operate, 
and may give them an edge when 
seeking employment opportuni-
ties. "Sometimes these trips can 
serve as recruiting tools for the 
businesses," Reely said. 
But the trip did not only con-
centrate on business; the students 
explored Dallas history - espe-
cially rhe impact President 
Kennedy's assassination made on 
the Dallas economy. The group 
toured the JFK Memorial and the 
Book Depository, learning more 
about the events of Nov. 22, 1963. 
Students also learned about the 
impact of professional athletics on 
the Dallas economy by visiting 
Texas Stadium, home of the Dallas 
Cowboys. 
Staying with members of the 
Saturn Road Church of Christ, 
students were able to learn from 
area Christian professionals about 
the world of business. "It was a 
good experience for the students 
to stay with these Christian busi-
ness professionals and learn more 
about what will be expected of 
them once they enter the job mar-
ket," Reely said. 
Musical groups to 
"Celebrate! The 
Sounds of Harding" 
THE STAGE OF TENNESSEE'S GER-
man town Performing Arts Centre 
will be filled wirh eight different 
musical groups from the Universi-
ty when "Celebrate! The Sounds 
of Harding" is show-
cased Ap<il 25. ~ 
The 
75th an-
e~!~~,~!~~.!,:::~:-
by the department of music 
and the Office of Alumni Rela-
tions to provide additional student 
scholarship funds. 
More than 200 students repre-
senting the University's Chorus, 
Concert Choir, Jazz Band, Sym-
phonic Band, University Singers, 
Good News Singers, Belles and 
Beaux and this year's Spring Sing 
hosts and hostesses will provide a 
variety of musical entertainment. 
Master of ceremonies will be 
David Rubio, a 1995 alumnus and 
former Spring Sing host. 
The $16 tickets can be reserved 
by calling the Germantown Per-
forming Arts Center at (901) 757-
7256. Tickets will be held at the 
box office. 
Construction begins on 
new student housing 
FOLLOWING APPROVAL FROM THE 
board of trustees in October 1998, 
construction has begun on addi-
tional student apartments, and an-
other residence hall will be started 
this summer. 
Twenty apartment units for 
married students are being built 
on Benton Street adjacent to the 
Harding Village Apartments that 
were built in 1995. Construction 
on the units, housed in three sepa-
rate buildings, began in January 
and will be completed by August. 
The two-story structures will be 
consistent in style with the other 
apartments in the complex. 
Additional housing for women 
was also approved, and construe-
tion on a new apartment-style 
dorm will begin in June. The 
building should be ready for occu-
pancy at the start of the fall 2000 
semester. 
The women's residence hall will 
consist of 50 full-size apartments 
in three different styles of two-, 
three-, and four-bedroom floor 
plans. The building is similar in 
concept to Searcy Hall, a women's 
apartment-style dorm built in 1996. 
"The major difference will be 
that this new complex will contain 
larger apartments with full-size 
kitchens and not the economy 
kitchens built in Searcy Hall," said 
President David Burks. 
Burks said the smallest two-
bedroom unit in the new complex 
will have 1,000 square feet ofliv-
ing space. 
Funding for the structure has 
already been secured through a 
bond issue in conjunction with 
the city of Searcy. The dormitory 
will be built along Park Street 
across from Stephens Hall. 
In addition to the housing fa-
cilities, a renovation project on the 
Ganus Building started during 
....., 
Spring Break. The interior over-
haul of the building will make 
room for the department of histo-
ry, which will join the department 
of foreign languages as rhe occu-
pants of the building. The depart-
ment of communication, which· 
formerly occupied the facility, is 
now located in the new Reynolds 
Center. 
The only exterior work to the 
Ganus Building will be on the 
south of the building where a new 
entrance will be created. Comple-
tion is expected by August. 
Annual symposium set 
for talented students 
THE UNIVERSITY'S HONORS SYMPO-
sium will conduct two sessions 
this summer on the theme "What 
in the World Do You Mean?," fea-
turing a series of seminars ranging 
from music to medical ethics. 
Open to academically talented 
high school students who have 
completed their junior year, the 
symposium seeks to challenge, 
encourage and enlighten the par-
ticipants during the two-week 
experience. 
Sessions are scheduled for July 
9-23 and July 23 through Aug. 6. 
A record number attended last 
year, requiring this summer's pro-
gram to be capped at an enrollment 
of 100 students to better facilitate 
the sessions. 
Students accepted into the 
symposium attend classes with 
outstanding professors, engage in a 
community service project, and 
enjoy recreational activities- all 
while earning three hours of Uni-
versity credit. 
Admission to the symposium is 
through application with consider-
ation given to grade point aver-
ages, national standardized test 
scores and reference letters. Sym-
posium scholarships are available 
for participants. 
Students from 40 states and six 
countries have participated in the 
program during its first four years. 
For more information, contact 
Dr. Jeff Hopper, professor of mu-
sic and director of the symposium, 
at (501) 279-4478 or e-mail him 
at hopper@harding.edu. 
University continues 
Merit Scholar attraction 
HARDING CONTINUES TO RANK 
among the nation's top 100 col-
leges in attracting Merit Scholars, 
according to a listing of all colleges 
and universities released in De-
cember by the National Merit 
Scholarship Corp. 
Twenty freshmen Merit Schol-
ars enrolled for the 1998 fall se-
mester bringing to more than 60 
the total number of scholars at-
tending the University. 
Only three schools in Arkansas 
had Merit Scholars in their fresh-
man classes. In addition to Hard-
ing, the University of Arkansas en-
rolled 31, and Hendrix College 
had 21. 
Among colleges and universities 
associated with rhe churches of 
Christ, Harding again led all 
schools. Abilene Christian Univer-
sity enrolled 10 while Pepperdine 
University enrolled three and Lip-
scomb University, Freed-Harde-
man University and Oklahoma 
Christian University had one each. 
Approximately 1.2 million stu-
dents entered the annual competi-
tion by taking a qualifYing test in 
October 1997. Through a series of 
qualifYing steps in early 1998, 
more than 14,300 of the students 
were named finalists in the compe-
tition. Only finalists were consid-
ered for Merit Scholarship desig-
nation and only 8,959 were cho-
sen for the Merit Scholar awards. 
A board member since 7 993, Dr. Henry Far-
rar addresses the December graduates. 
208 receive degrees at 
winter commencement 
FOR 208 STUDENTS, CHRISTMAS 
came early as they walked across 
the Benson Auditorium stage Dec. 
19, 1998, and received their col-
lege diplomas. 
Speaking to the graduates at 
rhe ceremony was Dr. Henry Far-
rar, a member of the board of 
trustees who is a physician in 
Lebanon, Tenn. Farrar has served 
as a minister to more than 15 dif-
ferent congregations and has been 
an avid supporter of African mis-
sion work for 34 years. 
More than a third of the stu-
dents graduated with academic 
honors, with 18 achieving the 
highest honor of graduating sum-
ma cum laude, which requires a 
grade point average of 3.85 and 
above. The School of Education 
and College of Bible and Religion 
awarded 13 graduate degrees. 
Newsmakers 
Bible faculty 
address theological 
society meeting 
Dr. Tom Alexander, 
associate professor of 
Bible and dean of the 
College of Bible and 
Religion, joined Drs. 
Paul Pollard and Duane 
Warden, professors of 
Bible, in presenting pa-
pers at the 50th annual 
national meeting of the 
Evangelical Theological 
Society in Orlando, 
Fla., Nov. 19-20, 1998. 
The title of Alexander's 
paper was "The Role of 
the Holy Spirit in Con-
version." Pollard's paper 
was titled "How to 
Read Romans - Recent 
Approaches," and War-
den's was "Wealth and 
Poverty in the Letter of 
james." 
Tutor training 
Hurd's topic at 
conference 
Dr. jennifer Hurd, 
communications skills 
coordinator, presented 
a pre-conference insti-
tute Feb. 17 in Detroit 
at the National Associa-
tion for Developmental 
Education's conference. 
Her session, titled 
"Learning the Ropes -
A Tutor Training Re-
treat," was a replica of 
the annual retreat con-
ducted for tutors in the 
Student Support Ser-
vices program. 
Wilson receives 
family life educator 
certification 
Dr. Beth Wilson, pro-
fessor and chair of the 
family and consumer 
sciences department, 
was recognized in De-
cember 1998 as a certi-
fied family life educator 
by the National Coun-
cil of Family Relations. 
She becomes only the 
fifth person in Arkansas 
to achieve the designa-
tion, which denotes a 
proven background 
and knowledge in 10 
different family life sub-
stance areas. 
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ATHLETICS 
Sidelines 
McPherson heads 
list of Lady Bison 
honorees 
Molly McPherson 
topped the list of hon-
ors for the Lady Bison 
basketball team. In the 
Lone Star Conference 
North Division, she 
made the All-Confer-
ence First Team and 
was named the Most 
Valuable Player. She 
was selected for the 
second team in the All-
South Central Region. 
Stephanie Barron made 
the Lone Star North 
Second Team, and Emi-
ly Prysock received 
Honorable Mention. 
Also in the North Divi-
sion, Rachel Raglin was 
named Defensive Play-
er of the Year and coach 
Brad Francis was named 
Coach of the Year. 
Reiss is Academic 
All-American 
Senior forward Susan 
Reiss has been selected 
to the 1999 District VI 
College Division GTE 
Academic All-American 
Women's Basketball 
First Team. Reiss has a 
4.0 grade-point aver-
age with a major in ac-
counting. She was the 
only player selected 
from an Arkansas insti-
tution. She and Emily 
Prysock were also 
named to the Lone 
Star Conference Acade-
mic All-Conference 
Team. 
Making the Commis-
sioner's Honor Roll 
were Krista Anderson, 
Stephanie Barron and 
Kelli Fager. 
Floyd, Hardaway 
make conference 
second team 
Men's basketball 
players Levern Floyd 
and Chris Hardaway 
were chosen for the 
Lone Star North Divi-
sion All-Conference 
Second Team. Clint 
Spencer achieved Aca-
demic All-Conference 
honors. 
Lady Bisons finish 
conference action 
in third place 
FIVE LADY BISON SENIORS LEFT THE 
women's basketball program with 
an enviable legacy. During their 
four years, the team earned an 85-
29 record, two trips to the nation-
al tournament, and two more trips 
to post-season play. 
A 19-8 record this year fell short 
of expectations. A 9-5 Lone Star 
Conference record and third-place 
finish is commendable, and except 
for a fateful nine days in February, 
the Lady Bisons could have fin-
ished higher. Beginning Feb. 4 
when they dropped an overtime 
game to Southeastern Oklahoma 
State University and continuing 
the next week with one- and two-
point losses, hopes of a conference 
championship became the reality 
of a third-place finish. 
Third place meant a playoff 
game on the road against Abilene 
Christian University, the LSC 
South champions, instead of a 
home game against a lower seeded 
team. ACU ended the Lady Bison 
season by a 72-61 margin. 
Senior center Molly McPherson 
was the second leading scorer 
(20.4 ppg) in the conference and 
was named Player of the Week 
three times. She scored 20 or more 
points 16 rimes and had 30- and 
31-point games. 
Other seniors playing their final 
games included Emily Prysock, who 
set the school assist record and 
started every game in her four-year 
career while averaging over 30 
minutes per game, and Stephanie 
Barron, a two-year starter who hir 
full stride midway through the 
year and scored a career high 28 
points against Northeastern State 
University. Barron was named 
Player of the Week for her efforts. 
Susan Reiss was the inside 
workhorse who kept the team in 
most games with her rebounding, 
and Karie Fager, the "sixth man," 
proved that dedication and hard 
work pay off. A walk-on as a fresh-
man, she earned a scholarship and 
came into every game to provide 
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inside help. 
Rachel Raglin, a junior, was 
the fifth starter and was among 
the top scorers and assist leaders. 
Sophomore Krista Anderson is 
heir apparent at point guard. She 
played well off the bench as did 
fresh man Mindy Napier. 
Stephanie Davis, Louisa Duke, 
Kelli Fager, Jamie Pate and Kristen 
Shewmake are all returning under-
classmen and will be in the hunt 
for starting positions and playing 
time next year. 
Men's team completes . . 
wtnnmg season 
FINISHING 16-11, THE MEN'S 
basketball team may have over-
achieved. 
The season started well when 
the Bisons overcame an 18-point 
deficit in the last seven minutes 
against Lyon College to win in 
overtime. They went on to play 
five overtime games during the 
season, winning three. Five of the 
team's 11 losses were within their 
grasp. 
A 6-8 conference record was 
competitive as evidenced by the 
two games aga inst Lone Star Con-
ference North champion North-
eastern Stare University. The 
Bisons lost at home 60-63 on a 
last-second shot and lost in over-
time at NSU by a 67-72 margin. 
jEFF MONTGOMERY 
The LSC North was very competi-
tive but, when the Bisons were on, 
they defeated the league's top pick 
Central Oklahoma 93-72 at 
Rhodes Field House to open the 
conference season and topped 
Cameron 99-82 to close things out. 
Seven seniors and all five 
starters were gone from last year's 
14-12 ream. Only three regulars, 
Brent Adams, Levern Floyd and 
Steve Meadors knew each other. 
Coach Jeff Morgan had to intro-
duce transfers Chris Hardaway, 
Lenny Bert and Dwayne Elliott 
plus freshmen Jason McGin ty and 
Lenard Blocker to the team and to 
Bison basketball. 
Hardaway, cousin of Orlando 
Magic's Penny Hardaway, led the 
team in scoring (15 ppg) . Bert led 
in steals (79) while McGinty started 
25 games, and Blocker played in 
all 26 games. Both are possible 
LSC Newcomer of the Year pros-
pects. Elliott came off the bench 
to rest both the big men inside. 
Last season regular Levern 
Floyd scored 14.8 points and had 
5.1 rebounds per game. The two 
seniors, Steve Meadors and Brent 
Adams, played major roles inside. 
Meadors had game highs of 23 
points and 13 rebounds, while 
Adams' highs were 16 and 13. 
Adams was Player of the Week 
when he set a Harding and LSC 
record with 11 blocked shots 
against Will-
liams Baptist 
College early in 
the season. Ju-
niors David 
Duke, Ryan 
Semanchik and 
Clint Spencer 
saw limited 
playing time. 
Levern Floyd brings 
the ball down the 
court to help the 
Bisons take a 93-72 
victory over the Uni· 
versity of Central 
Oklahoma jan. 7. 
Floyd, from Blythe-
ville, Ark., was select· 
ed to the Aft. confer-
ence Second Team in 
the Lone Star North 
Division. 
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Young baseball team replacing seven starters 
TWENTY NEW FACES ALONG WITH EIGHT RETURNERS MAKE UP 
the 1999 baseball team. 
It is one of the youngest teams in school history as no se-
niors are playing this year. The squad has eight juniors, 10 
sophomores and 10 freshmen. 
Entering their second year of competition in the Lone Star 
Conference North, the Bisons are looking to improve on their 
6-18 conference mark from last season. The top two teams in 
the LSC, Southeastern Oklahoma and Central Oklahoma, are 
both ranked in the top 10 in NCAA Division II. 
The Bisons lost seven starters from last year's team. The 
hardest hit area was the pitching staff. The Bisons lost four 
pitchers, including two srarrers, a middle reliever and a closer. 
The Bisons are counting on returners Nathanael Warson and 
Phil! Gisel for a lot of innings this season. Jon Neely is the third 
starter for the Bisons, followed by freshman Jonathan Davis. 
Returner Troy Wolfe gets a lot of innings in middle relief. 
The infield remains the same up the middle, but has changes 
at the corners. Junior Derek Reaves returns as catcher for the 
Bisons. He led the league last season in runners caught stealing. 
At first base, the Bisons have two newcomers, Ben James and 
Mike Huebner. Johnnie Ross and Eric Chin remain at second 
and short, respectively, while the new third baseman is Rodney 
Cloud. The outfield is also the same in the middle with Seth 
Warson returning in center. Left fielder Matt Wilson is back af-
ter a rwo-year absence. Jonathan Davis plays right field. 
Other new faces are Gary Albritton, Grant Andrews, Matt 
Bassing, Peyton Bowman, Brandon Jeter, Ryan Lee, Brad Patter-
son, Brad Perry, Alan Seim, Kenny Sprenger and Michael Wallace. 
Golf team faces stern test in conference 
THE GOLF TEAM IS IN A CLASSIC GOOD NEWS/BAD NEWS SITUATION. 
The good news is that all of coach Nicky Boyd's regulars re-
turn, and he has added a new player, freshman Jason Harding, 
who is certain ro break into the top five. Returning lettermen 
Paul Sobottka, Brent Powell, Jeff Powell, Jared Smith and An-
drew Baker complete the playing ream. Justo Casal and Jared 
Lillard are also squad members. 
The bad news is that the Lone Star Conference has six 
schools ranked among the nation's top 20 teams with Cameron 
heading the list of ranked teams. 
The schedule concludes with the LSC tournament April 19-
20 at the Tanglewood Country Club course in Pottsboro, Texas . 
Tennis teams are young and talented 
COACH DAVID ELLIOTT DESCRIBES HIS BISON TEAM AS DEEP IN 
talent, but young. His only senior, Darren Wade, opens at 
number one position. Of rhe remaining seven players, all are 
freshmen or sophomores except Andrew Garner, a junior, at 
number three. Igor Tamindzija is number two. Klaus Schmidt 
is the number four man with Thomas Alm, Seth Bullington, 
Jeff Johnson and Justin John battling for the other positions. 
If the men are young, the Lady Bisons are even younger, 
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with six freshmen and two sophomores in the top eight. Elliott 
describes his team as improving and potentially a "very good 
squad." Karla Mueller and Ivette Andrade open at the one and 
two positions. They are followed by Katherine Jayroe, Sara 
Kater, Hiroko Okamoto, Erica Aldaz, Beth Bonbrisco and 
Whitney Price. 
According to Elliott, tennis is probably the Lone Star 
Conference's best sport nationally with many ranked men's and 
women's teams. The top 20 rankings always contain at least five 
or six conference schools. 
Women's national champion, 
large men's squad boost track teams 
THREE-TIME NATIONAL SPRINT CHAMPION CALJSTER UBA LEADS 
the Lady Bison track ream in its quest for the 1999 Lone Star 
Conference championship. 
Uba, a member ofNigeria's 1996 Olympic team, has won 
both NAIA and NCAA Division II rides in rhe 50- and tOO-
meter events. She is the defending LSC sprint champion. 
Joining Uba at the conference meet is an experienced and 
talented group of middle and long distance runners. Juniors 
Calister Uba practices the form that 
has made her a champion sprinter. 
Katie Fant, Diane Grubbs, 
Kelly Lauterbach and Cheri 
Scharff; sophomore Tia Tarole 
and freshmen Britney 
Copeland and Elizabeth Lucas 
are expected to tally much 
needed points in the distance 
events. Sprinter Meredith 
Garner and hurdler Erin El-
liott are also expected to put 
points on the board. 
On the men's team, coach 
Bryan Phillips has the largest 
squad (25) in recent years. 
The Bisons will be led by dis-
ranee runners Jerry Maritim 
and Albert Tabur. Maritim is 
an All-American in both the 
steeplechase and cross coun-
try. Tabur is the only Bison 
who qualified for the national 
NCAA indoor meet. 
Other distance runners are 
Scott Penick and David and 
Andrew Scharff. Sprinters and relay participants are Richard 
Ashlock, Zach Beavers, Matthew Dabbs, Khris Downey, Marc 
Fager, Connor Grimes, Jamael Harris, Shaylon Hart and Francis 
Wanjai. 
High jumpers Grant Chism and Clint Spencer and hurdler 
Stephen Boyd are competitors in the field events. David High 
and Fred Srrarhmann compere for points in rhe horizontal 
jumps while Mark Ohrenberger, Dewayne Randle, Lee Shirey, 
Jason Vines and Archie Walker compere in the shot and discus 
events. Aaron Shock is the team's lone pole vaulter. 
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The field house of dreams has become a reality 
RIGINALLY A WORLD WAR II 
airplane hangar, an odd, arch-
shaped building found a new 
home on campus in 1949, be-
coming a field house for both 
collegiate and intramural bas-
ketball games. For the next 27 
years it was the only gym on 
campus but took a backseat when, in 1976, 
a much larger and more modern facility, 
now named the Clifton L. Ganus Jr. Ath-
letic Center, opened its doors. 
But following a major 1997 renovation, 
the Rhodes Field House has regained the 
spotlight. It is once again filled with thun-
derous sounds, now holding nearly 3,000 
cheering Bison fans at home basketball 
games. 
The renovation was made possible in 
large part by a $500,000 gift from Steve 
and CinQ.r Clary of Little Rock, Ark. The 
Clarys were sports fans during their days as 
students at the University. Steve was a Bi-
son football player, and Cindy rooted from 
the sidelines as a member of the cheerlead-
ing squad. 
It seemed only natural to them to assist 
in the $1.2 million renovation of the field 
house. The interior of the facility was gut-
ted and dramatically redesigned. A state-of-
the-art facility that maintains its nostalgia 
has been tremendously received by players, 
students and other Bison fans. 
"Other teams in our conference have 
heard about this gym and the deafening 
noise created by the fans, and many don't 
look forward to playing here," said men's 
Head Basketball Coach Jeff Morgan. "But 
we couldn't be happier with the facility's re-
markable transformation and the excite-
Sitting behind the goals on both ends of the courts, 
students, known as "Rhodes Rowdies," provide 
tremendous noise levels and intimidation for oppos-
ing teams. 
Lady Bison volleyball team members De/ana Keilers, 
Misty Fant and Laura Lejarzar celebrate a victory in 
the friendly confines of Rhodes. 
ment it has created in our fans." 
The volume level in the facility during 
ball games may be the only remaining link 
to its past. The revving and rurnbling en-
gines of war planes may have reverberated 
the building almost as much as 3,000 
screaming fans do today. !HI 
"An obvious leader on the floor" according to coach 
Brad Francis, senior center Molly McPherson from 
Greenland, Ark., averaged 20.5 points and 8.4 re-
bounds per game for the Lady Bisons. 
Warming up before the game with Christian Brothers 
University, the Bisons play on hardwood courts which 
are turned 180 degrees from the original direction they 
faced when Rhodes first opened in 194 9. 
A new entry foyer leads the way into the new and im-
proved Rhodes Field House. 
In the locker room, Coach jeff Morgan plans strategy 
with his players during halftime of the game with 
Southeastern Oklahoma State University. 
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Exquisitely 
carved 
birds 
reveal 
LANCING THROUGH THE WINDOW INTO 
the Elizabeth Mason Gallery at the 
Stevens Art Center, a visitor might have 
wondered if it had been turned into an aviary. Wrens, chick-
adees, doves, a meadowlark, a goldfinch, a robin and other 
winged creatures appeared to have flown to safety on their 
perches around the room. • But these 20 birds, realistic enough 
to cause anyone to take a second look, are 
actually carvings by a faculty member -
and it's not one of the art faculty, as might 
be expected. These magnificent birds are 
creations of Dr. Don England, distin-
guished professor of chemistry. 
England, whose interest in wood carv-
ing goes back to his childhood, considers 
his hobby a juxtaposition with his scientific 
vocation. "Art and science have more in 
common than the differences that appear 
to separate them. Both are activities that 
seek the betterment of humanity through 
the creative process," he stated on a sheet 
available to visitors of the gallery. 
He believes the two subjects have three 
common denominators: planning, experi-
mentation and serendipidity. He notes that 
both art and science are systematic disci-
plines through which you try things to see 
how they work, and he cites Robert Wood-
ward, who won the 1965 Nobel Prize for 
his meritorious contributions to the art of 
chemical synthesis. 
Extremely modest about his talents, 
England said, "I never in my wildest dreams 
expected to show my work in an art gallery. 
There are worlds of carvers that are better 
than I am." 
But Don Robinson, chair of the art and 
design department, encouraged him to have 
a showing and served as a juror by picking 
out the pieces for the display. 
When England replaced his fishing hob-
by 20 years ago, he began carving, produc-
ing small animals that he described as being 
the "toy type." He gradually moved into 
more challenging work but didn't complete 
the first bird he began 10 years ago. 
Without any formal art training, he 
taught himself by reading books on the 
subject. The majority of his training has 
come on the job- by diving in and learn-
ing by doing- the experimental phase. 
He claims, "It's a tribute to my stubborness 
that I stayed with it." 
England loves the songbirds, and many 
of his models come from birds that he 
feeds and watches from his den window. 
He also has a wren box. He photographs 
many of the birds in his back yard, using 
them as well as bird books for his inspira-
tion. Thus comes the systematic planning 
for each carving. 
He finds the art of carving something to 
get lost in. For England, it's a very thera-
peutic way to put other things behind him. 
Usually carving late at night at a bench in a 
studio converted from a bedroom in his 
home, he often finds himself surprised with 
the end result. "It's extremely satisfYing to 
let a completely different part of my brain 
take over," he said. 
He doesn't keep up with the time in-
volved to produce each bird. "Keeping up 
with the time is counterproductive to the 
reason I do it," he noted. 
However, the size of each bird plays a 
part in determining how long it will take. 
England begins by cutting out the profile 
with a band saw. Then he starts the actual 
carving using Chicago cutlery knives he has 
fashioned into a variety of carving tools. 
He often uses basswood, a favored wood 
for carving. 
"My love affair is with the wood, 
pulling the beauty out of it," he said. 
As many as 40 hours later, the detailed 
carving is completed, and the time comes 
to add the coloracion. Thi is the part he 
finds very difficuk imimidaring and chal-
lenging . . As a person who loves wood, he 
likes to leave as much wood showing natu-
rally as possible, using a burning pen to 
add derai ls. He rhen applies the ges o and 
the acrylic washes- so thin rhar 10 to 15 
layers are necessary. 
Striving for authenticity, 
he has been known to use 
binoculars and note the coloration 
of the birds in his back yard, mixing 
the paint colors as he observes them. 
While birds are his 
carving passion now, 
England has created 
several dulcimers over 
the years. His first 
was the result of en-
couragement from 
Dr. Ed Wilson, a fel-
low chemistry pro-
fessor. 
Though England 
has not had musical 
training, through 
"brain shifting" he 
has picked up the 
ability to play. He 
took a continuing 
education course in 
Conway, Ark., where he learned to chord. 
This interest has allowed him to perform 
with Wilson for several conventions in the 
state. 
Through all his varied activities, his 
family remains central to him. This he em-
phasized through a drawing, also in his 
show, representing the interests of his two 
children, his wife, Lynn, as well as his own. 
Central to the drawing is the Bible, the fo-
cal point of the family's life. 
Currently he has three carving projects 
brewing; a cedar waxwing, a pair of eagles 
(one on the roost, one lighting) and a 
woodpecker. They should provide therapy 
for many evenings to come. 
While he plans and experiments with 
his upcoming projects, perhaps it is the 
serendipity of the process that enthralls 
him the most. 
After all, he's a man that proves that art 
and science do come together. lHI 
Claiming that providence led him here, chemist and 
carver Dr. Don England finds some spare time to work 
on one of his newest creations. England came to Hard-
ing in 1960. 
Birds shown are (left to right) an Eastern Bluebird, an 
American Robin and an Eastern Meadowlark. 
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1 9 9 8 was a very special year in the 
history of Harding as the University began 
its Diamond Anniversary Celebration, 
recognizing 75 years of service to the nation. 
The Diamond Anniversary actually began more 
than halfway through the year at the opening of 
the 1998-99 school term. After more than 18 
months of planning, the 75th year festivities began 
on Aug. 25 with all the academic regalia and splen-
Mikhail addrmes a member 
of the press while on campus Oct. 15 for 
his American Studies presentation. 
dor surrounding the convocation 
opening the school year for a record 
enrollment of 4,320. 
Dozens of 75th anniversary activi-
ties filled the fall calendar. Among 
those special days was the celebration 
of Founders' Day on Sept. 28. Family 
members representing first-generation 
faculty and students were recognized in 
an assembly attended by University 
and Academy students. 
A very special foreign dignitary 
carne to campus to help celebrate the 
anniversary. An October presentation 
by Mikhail Gorbachev, former presi-
dent of the Soviet Union, filled the 
Benson Auditorium to standing room 
only. More than 4,300 people heard Gorbachev ex-
plain that "a new world is in the making." 
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Special events were not the only part of the 
75th anniversary celebration. Against the Grain, a 
compilation of essays by 24 authors, was published 
and released in September. The book provides an 
in-depth look at Harding's unique philosophy of 
education - academic excellence with a spiritual 
focus. 
The Diamond Anniversary was the primary fo-
cus in 1998, but there were a number of other 
events and achievements that added to the year's 
celebration. 
Students Make Their Mark 
PERHAPS THE BIGGEST student celebration of 1998 
came in April as more than 700 students celebrated 
the 25th anniversary of Spring Sing. Approximate-
ly 12,000 campus visitors attended the four perfor-
mances of the student-produced musical presenta-
tion. The students honored Dr. Jack Ryan, who 
has worked as Spring Sing producer with the show 
all 25 years. 
Students also had occasion to celebrate out-
standing achievements by fellow students. The eco-
nomics team won the Mid-South regional compe-
I 
Spring Sing celebrates 25 years of entertainment for Youth Forum 
guests by mixing new acts with footage from the past. 
tition of Students in Free Enterprise. The business 
team took first place at the 34th Annual Interna-
tional Collegiate Business Policy competition in 
San Jose, Cali£ Not to be outdone by their School 
of Business peers, the University's chapter of the 
Society for the Advancement of Management won 
a national title at the annual conference in Wash-
ington, D. C. 
Joining in the celebration, the computer pro-
gramming team achieved a feat no other computer 
team from the University has ever attained- a 
first-place finish that secured an automatic invita-
tion to the international programming finals. The 
team won the undergraduate student division of 
the Mid-Central region. The international event 
was held in Atlanta, and the team finished ninth 
among American teams competing at the interna-
JEFF MONTGOMERY 
tionallevel, and placed 29th overall. Twenty-four 
American teams qualified for the finals, including 
Stanford University and the Massachusetts Insti-
tute ofTechnology. 
However, the most meaningful celebration may 
have come at an inner city carnival in Little Rock 
involving more than 300 students. Perhaps the 
shared celebration of collecting toys and gifts for 
more than 200 children whose parents are incar-
cerated in Arkansas prisons and jails tops the list. 
Certainly the enthusiasm of approximately 600 
students participating in summer evangelistic cam-
paigns was reason to celebrate. 
Grand Openings 
NEW FACILITIES ON THE CAMPUS were also reason 
for celebration. The $6.1 million Donald W 
Reynolds Center for Music and Communication 
was dedicated Nov. 7 with more than 800 faculty, 
students and alumni attending. The 53,715-
square-foot facility became the second largest acad-
emic building on campus. The Reynolds Center 
serves every student, especially the more than 300 
students who have declared majors in the depart-
ments. 
The Art and Design Department in November 
opened a 22,000-square-foot addition to the Mil-
dred Taylor Stevens Art Center. The new addition 
houses a computer graphics lab, a graphic arts de-
sign studio, an expansion of the painting studio 
and the interior design studio, 10 faculty studios, a 
work room and lounge, a darkroom, two galleries, 
Dedication ceremonies for the 53,715·square-foot Reynolds Center include a musical presentation of "Finale to the Mastersingers of 
Nuremberg" by the Thundering Herd Marching Band, Chorus, Concert Choir and University Singers directed by Dr. Cliff Ganus Ill. 
The $6.1 
million Donald 
W. Reynolds 
Center for 
Music and 
Communication 
was dedicated 
Nov. 7 with 
more than 800 
faculty, students 
and alumni 
attending. 
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1998 
by the 
NUMBERS 
4,320 
Fall enrollment 
40 
Nations represented in 
fall enrollment 
21 
Number of freshmen 
National Merit Scholars 
7 
Athletic or Academic 
All-Americans 
11 
New faculty members 
64 
Students inducted 
into Who's Who 
8 
Ranking in U.S. News 
Best Southern Universities 
793 
Graduates during the year 
a permanent collection storage area, and an interi-
or design resource area. 
On the Graduate School of Religion campus in 
Memphis, Tenn., the George S. Benson Apart-
ments were dedicated in April. The two-story 
$350,000 apartment facility houses 20 students. 
Benson Apartments replaced Kendall Hall which 
was razed. 
Curriculum Expansion 
ENHANCING ITS ROLL as a national leader in pri-
vate higher education, the University added two 
master's level programs to its curriculum during 
1998. An MBA program in the School of Business 
was initiated in the fall with 18 students enrolling. 
The degree program offers four academic tracks 
suited to the student's academic and professional 
background. 
The School of Nursing began offering its mas-
ter of science in nursing degree with six students 
enrolling. The two-track program requires 39 
hours for completion. Many of the classes are held 
in the evenings, providing a flexible schedule for 
the students. 
STEVE WOIT/THE LAWLOR GROUP 
Sandy Berryman works with Toni Winter Spears as she completes 
her clinical requirements at White County Medical Center. 
At the undergraduate level the department of 
kinesiology, responding to the need for more pro-
fessionals in health and fitness, added bachelor of 
science degrees in athletic training and exercise sci-
ence. The degrees are a combination of kinesiolo-
gy, chemistry, biology and mathematics courses. 
Careers for physical fitness specialists, exercise 
physiologists and managers of corporate health 
centers are in demand. 
Individual Achievements 
NEW ACADEMIC CREDENTIALS, peer recognition 
and promotions are always reasons for celebration, 
and 1998 certainly had its share of recognition for 
individual members of the Harding family. 
Four faculty members were all smiles after com-
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pleting course work and dissertations for their 
Ph.D. degrees. Scot Crenshaw, assistant professor 
of Bible, received his doctoral degree from South-
western Baptist Theological Seminary in Fort 
Worth, Texas. Jerry Bowling, assistant professor of 
Bible, earned his doctorate from Southern Baptist 
Theological Seminary in New Orleans. Alice Jew-
ell, professor of English, and Jim Behel, associate 
professor of computer information systems, re-
ceived their doctorates from the University of 
Arkansas in Fayetteville. Seventy-three percent of 
the full-time faculty now have doctorate or termi-
nal degrees. 
Wal-Mart executive Paul Carter was elected 
chairman of the board of trustees at the governing 
body's semi-annual meeting in November. Carter, 
executive vice president ofWal-Mart and president 
ofWal-Mart Realty, began serving a two-year term 
as head of the 24-member board. Two members 
were added in 1998 to the board of trustees. Bob 
Diles, president of Central Arkansas Christian 
School in North Little Rock, Ark., and Harold 
Redd, minister of the Midtown Church of Christ 
in Memphis, Tenn., joined the trustees at the fall 
meeting. 
Administratively, Dr. Tony Finley succeeded Dr. 
Bobby Coker as dean of the School of Education 
following Coker's retirement in June. Dr. Larry 
Long, distinguished professor of English, was ap-
pointed as dean of the Honors College. 
Lott R. Tucker Sr., chief financial officer, com-
pleted a 47-year career in the University's financial 
operation. He was succeeded by Buddy Rowan, 
who was named vice president for finance on July 
1. Tucker continues to serve in a part-time role as 
senior vice president. Todd Sheldon was also ap-
pointed July 1 to the newly created position of di-
rector of finance. 
Four faculty members, Kay Gowen, Dr. Ed 
Higginbotham, Dr. Tom Howard and Dr. Jack 
Shock, received Distinguished Teacher Awards for 
1998. Howard became only the eighth professor to 
receive the award three times, earning him the tide 
"Distinguished Professor." 
Other notable faculty recognition includes the 
following: 
t Dr. Jim Johnston, associate professor of edu-
cation, received a $5,000 grant from the 
Corporation of Public Broadcasting to use 
laser disc technology for the enhancement of 
education through technology. 
t Dr. Beth Wilson, chair of the family and 
consumer sciences department, was named 
Professional of the Year by the Arkansas As-
sociation of Family and Consumer Sciences. 
I 
t Dr. Arthur Shearin, chair of the music de-
partment, was elected to a two-year term as 
president of the Arkansas Association of 
Schools of Music. 
t Don Meredith, head librarian at the Gradu-
ate School of Religion, was named the Grad-
uate School's Alumnus of the Year. 
t Dr. Don Diffine, professor of economics, 
was appointed by Arkansas Governor Mike 
Huckabee to serve on the nine-member 
Governor's Council of Economic Advisors. 
t Dr. Edmond Wilson, professor of chemistry, 
was chosen Member of the Year from the 
Central Arkansas section of the American 
Chemical Society. 
Celebrating Generosity 
A RECORD NUMBER of donors in 1998 helped 
Harding celebrate by contributing a near-record 
$16.4 million. More than 9,100 donors con-
tributed in 1998, an increase of 44 percent over 
the previous year. The $16.4 million in gifts was 
the second best in the school's history, topped only 
by $22.9 million in 1994. For the ninth consecu-
tive year alumni gifts topped the $1 million mark, 
surpassing $2.8 million. 
The highlight of the year came Nov. 6 with the 
announcement by Bob and Sandy Brackett ofVero 
Beach, Fla., of a $12 million commitment to en-
dow Brackett Library. It is the largest single gift in 
the school's history. The gift endowing the library 
continually updates its technology and equipment 
and helps maintain the equipment as well as the 
facility itself Librarians' salaries and book purchas-
es are also a part of the endowment fund's use. 
The campus celebrated the conclusion of one 
five-year campaign, the Dream Continues Cam-
paign, and immediately launched the Diamond 
Campaign. The Dream Continues raised $63.2 
million on a $58.5 million goal. The Diamond 
Campaign, the most ambitious fund-raising pro-
ject in school history, seeks to raise $100 million. 
Exciting Athletic Events 
INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS brings excitement to 
the campus, and 1998 was not an exception to the 
rule. Bison sports created an enthusiasm in the stu-
dent body that at times was contagious. 
t The Lady Bison basketball team earned a 
berth in the Lone Star Conference champi-
onship game in the school's first year of eli-
gibility in the conference. The team lost to 
Abilene Christian University, but finished 
Dr. Tom Howard, who joined the faculty in 19 72, is only the eighth professor to receive the Universi-
ty's Distinguished Teacher Award for the third time. He chairs the history department. 
the season at 16-12 overall and 11-2 on its 
home court. 
t The Bison football team compiled a 7-4 
record on the gridiron and finished third in 
the Lone Star Conference North Division. 
t Lady Bison cross country runners narrowly 
missed capturing the conference champi-
onship, finishing two points behind Angelo 
State University 52-50. Two weeks later the 
team placed ahead of Angelo State in the 
NCAA Division II regional meet and barely 
missed qualifYing for the national meet. 
t One of the most exciting developments in 
Bison athletics was the inaugural season of 
the women's soccer team. Playing in one of 
NCAA Division II's toughest conferences, 
the team posts a respectable 6-9-1 record. 
Soccer was a very popular spectator sport on 
the campus. IHI 
David B. Burks 
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number of alumni giving 
reaches new 
by T I M B R U N E R , assistant vice president for University Advancement 
nding one chapter in 
Harding's history on a high 
note and starting another on 
an upswing, 1998 advancement 
results set several significant 
standards in the University's 
fund-raising division. 
On the strength of the highly successful 
"Dream Continues" Campaign, in which 
more than $63 million was pledged or giv-
en toward a $58.2 million goal, the Univer-
sity launched a record-setting $100 million 
goal for the five-year period from July 1, 
1998, to June 30, 2003. 
The response from donors in 1998 has 
provided encouragement sufficient for set-
ting such an ambitious goal. Total gifts of 
nearly $16.5 million made 1998 the second 
highest year in development gift income 
records. 
The President's Council saw its member-
ship increase by nearly 200 to more than 
600 families who support the scholarship 
fund with gifts of $1,000 and more per 
year. Total giving from the advisory body, 
chaired by Mark Wallis of Dallas, increased 
by more than $1 million from '97 to '98. 
Also significant was the increase in 
alumni donors. 1998's tally of 6,845 alum-
ni contributors is a school record, with no 
other year even topping the 6,000 mark. 
The alumni giving percentage, a statistic 
which is helpful in securing foundation 
support, finished at 30 percent, the highest 
it has been in five years. A student-manned 
phonathon was instrumental in boosting 
alumni response. 
Further, a record number of faculty and 
staff members made contributions, with 7 4 
percent of the employees giving a total of 
$210,182 in 1998, compared to less than 
$190,000 in '97. 
Another encouraging record statistic was 
the $245,874 in gifts generated through 
corporate matching funds. Many alumni, 
parents and friends are employed by com-
panies which match their donations, usually 
up to a certain amount. The '98 figure 
compares to $191,697 the year before. 
An obvious record was established with 
foundation grants. The $7.85 million 
awarded in 1998 more than doubled the 
second best year, 1997, when $3.5 million 
was received. The most significant grant 
funding came from the Donald W 
Reynolds Foundation, the Mabee Founda-
tion and the Kresge Foundation. 
With the momentum continuing, the 
new campaign, "Honoring Our Commit-
ment," has enjoyed a charged start over its 
first six months. By Dec. 31, nearly $28 
million had already been pledged or given. 
Particularly encouraging has been the in-
crease in gifts to the scholarship fund, con-
sidered the University's priority target in the 
new campaign. In the six months of this fis-
cal year, $1.45 million was given for schol-
arships- the highest total since 1993 and 
$100,000 higher than this time a year ago. 
The campaign seeks to raise $13.8 mil-
lion over five years for scholarships; more 
than $5 million had been pledged by Dec. 
31. Capital fund gifts and pledges totaled 
$1.7 million, the endowment fund $15.2 
million, and the restricted gift program 
$5.6 million at the school's mid-term mark. 
With an endowment goal of $62.5 mil-
lion, and most of that aimed at scholar-
ships, the campaign is squarely focused on 
securing support for the University's pur-
pose for existence- its students. 
In fact, probably the most difficult aspect 
of communication for the advancement pro-
gram is that the goal is often couched in fi-
nancial terms, yet the real objective is to 
help more students each year with the best 
possible Christian education experience. 
Each student is important, thus, each 
gift is important. And as you, the donor, are 
a channel of the Lord's blessing to this min-
istry, you are important. You are making a 
difference. 
The pages that follow reflect a shared 
ministry, giving spirits and cheerful hearts. 
We devote this space to say thank you to 
those who invest in Harding and the future 
of these young people. Further, we hope 
that it will serve as a. form of encourage-
ment for more alumni, parents and friends 
to join hands with this group in supporting 
our more than 4,300 students. lHI 
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AnonymOliS 
M.uk and Sand} Bcrr )lmn 
Rohby <tnd l •• uu re Be rrs 
Dr. aml i\olls. \Xt,lw· Btc~ 
t-..lr. an~ t M1s, O:u11d Brgelow 
Sr egfr~ed and Pnw Bdl • 
lv!r • • md ,\) t·s , E l .. Brllrr1gsl~1~ 
L u ry artd Sa r;:r Bdls ~ ' 
M.n· and Joy 13 rn grnan 
Tr.n·is- .1nd D J l~udwell 
Rrch.11d and )ud rrh Bi~hop 
Allc:n .u1d Na ncl' 131ack 
Holl is and T.w):a Black 
Oav•d BI.JCkbutn 
John BIJ.cl,wd dcr 
Vn:.ki Black;~ ood 
Rr chard;'J rr cl lcrc<>J Blmckll 
JcH and 1\tlal) BIJk.-
BI;>.kern .\ rl Rrr !>n: J & 1\r rmJ n 
Fr n.mcial Gfoup. Inc, 
C:h :11 b HI<Jkt·slce 
Dave and N.tnc\• Rbnd 
D;n•id Bl:rnke'n;h rp 
Mr and M1'i, Go.;nc 1\ lan f...t nshrp 
:\ndy and Chet)' l BLH1sett 
l )' 11 ~ n d Wiley Bl.111>etr 
\hr y BlarHC'I Il 
Ca~ry <t nd l:kd1 Blevins 
Rvl n and Acrh Blrckensratf 
Bir nd AlllblliOII , Inc.. 
Wenck ll Oloom1r1gburg 
' I JJv is and 1-t.ud Blur: 
Srephen ;1.nd Clrla Bo<Jtrighr 
Ned .111d Sandr.l Boa1 
[.our :; and l ~aym.1 Boccro 
Retry Bo~·rr1r..:; 
Mr •• lnd Mrs. Rtc hard Bol'rsma 
De;r.n .1r1d Jud )" Bond 
13obb} and M.1.1th ~ 13om~ 
Sh.Ho11 Booker 
Cl lJ enL~' .111d Phy llr s Borgm.on 
T rru 13ounds 
l~obby .111djoy Lynn Bowen 
Eru:: .rnd S.11ah Bo\'Yl"ll 
Harold .md Pat Bow1e 
R. L and Lor a Box 
13uddy ~ nd j11ycc Boyr~;· 
Ch.u k·' L~(ll'd 
Ve rnon .md Alr ce Bord 
Mrlton .1nJ hken lktek 
M r~ anJ 1\.J r, Honlt'r fkrd ~ord 
c. L. .md .'vf odcll:l s. ~dley 
Ar rlnu Jnd H1lda Brad\• 
Theodmc .md Ros.:: Bt.; nds mJ 
Sr.tn .tnd Cl.1 ud.::nc Btnccher 
loh n and Beuv B 1 .:.::~kn 
-N.u1cy B1c~.:dl;,\ c 
Delana B1erH 
\tl1, ,lnd 1\\ rs. Beryl C. Brewer 
Lee .mJ B tS.~Il: rll ~l \ tl 
Rod .md Gr:tce Bfewr.: J 
K\•lc and ,-\ng"- B rie~.: 
jd} and · r rna l! rrd ~es 
B rr dgeslo rH:/ F J r t.'s r~nc ''[i usr Fund 
M1. :~nd .'vlts. fack Brrscoc 
[,t rn cs .md lo Brodn ,,_~ 
Don and Donn,< Brooker 
Char k~ J. r1d Ph ,•ll 'is Brooks 
Joe .md Shirlc lt,BJooks 
RobeH and B:rrv 8wob 
MJa Cl~·de Br od;l.'r/1 J r 
Roy '!'ln d Dcb1,1 B10wer 
W.1rne and jmn Bro11Cr 
Am,tnJ:r B1own 
D:rk and Rna Bruwll 
t\1 r. .1 11d r'v1 r, Dcnni ~ 1 ~1'0\\ n 
G1 l<:s dnd C11ol Grown 
Jrm .md M<r1 y Brown 
]11n and ln ~ Bm11 n 
jll l lfln}~ <rnd Carlde ne Brow n 
Ll 11 1' and Boni{a Brow n 
l:u1~' and Bon nre Brow n 
~.fike .1nd S;tiH.i}' Bl(lwn 
lZobur .md J oan 81'0\\11 
Tom .tnd Belrt' B1own 
Pegg)' Browr1-}-l e r1d r r ~ 
Mr .. . 1nd Mrs. Dewey l::lto11°111ng 
Joe and LrndJ Bru mhdd 
C hadcs and Amhcv Bt \':t il 
lvll s, Barh;na Brvam • 
Charles and Elr z:1hed r Brv.1ru 
Gene:1nd \\(f,lm <l l\t l<am . 
Jo hn and Mcagan B;yanr 
Tom and Sherr )' BrJfanL 
f-r:r nk and Glor1rt Bucc 
\\!J ir :rnd Cass.mdr.l Bucc 
Vernon and Fran, rll e Buch.man 
Wr lbam ancl Ten Bucher 
B:r u }" and Pam Buckley 
Jess and Sue Buc'' 
Mt and r'vlrs. Rich:11d Bul1 ssa 
Ch r1 s .1nd MHm t.: Bu ll.tr d 
Clrru and B<"lrnda Bu r1ch 
],1mes JndJoquJC,l Bu1b 
C<~ rlmn .md Dee Vonne Bu1 ke 
Currnnc Burke 
Rodney and i'vfyr:1 Burke 
Ma1c and Shel'CI' Bwket r 
~v[it hdlc Burkc;t 
Mrke and Ma ry Bud.:ecr 
Burhnc:con Northe rn S:mca Fe 
Ra riPac 
Jolm .md l.rnd<J l~urneu 
Ron J11d Lour~<? Burm·t r 
J,r rnc> .tnd R.:r.m on<> l~urn s 
Je fl y Burns 
John rtnd Bobbre Bun ough ~ 
DJ,•itl Jnd k.anrc Bun 
Kc' 111 anJ Kellev But con 
Terr y and lkny.Lhuroll 
Ed :111d Lynn Bush 
Llo) d and Maulu Bush 
Mr chael Jr~d D..: b1:1 Bushong 
Cue l)uder ~ 
Ke1rh :md C111:~ Bu rrerflekl 
Ron and Edn.1 Bmrel'fldd 
Randy Jml Ang1c Buwam 
Lee :~ nd Ellen C:111l 
,\L It Jnd Yvonne Camp 
Dan ;~nd VKk)• Campbc·ll 
D uncar1 .111d Brt=mh Cam ~lht ll 
Jnck and K;Jth) Campbell 
Mr·_ Jnd ,\~1 !!'. L.::H..- r C.lll nJ.d, 
Douglas :llld .Soph1:1 c~llno.:d;, 
O.l\·ll] and Shcnre Ca1tnon 
f\·lr. and Mrs. Gcor~c Camrel l 
John Pau l and Elo..al>ech C<~pp!: 
C.rpsrone Adventures. I riC. 
Terry and V11gn1ra Ca1den 
Ca rgrle ln.sur arKl" Ago::ncy 
Maril'yrl Carhut 
D1 . :~~ d Mr~. AII.trl 'X'. C:1111n 
C:~rl aml Ju dy C·.1dson 
f\ 1 f~ <lnd Mr:,.. T homas Ca rn .tll 
D.lVid .111J L1mb C~ tpcnrer 
:Vt r. ]Jmes C" q)e JitCI 
Au mn Can 
John and Ah:d1,1 C11 r 
SJnl .md floren ce C.-ur 
St.\1 ley and J.m ,·r Cart 
Canen's Howt:rs and G rfrs 
tvlr·. C. Edv.~.:r.rd Cat~nn 
An llJ C:~r1~·r 
MIS, Evdyn Ca 1 rcr 
j.1111 e~ .tr1d Reeky CJrter 
Rr ch:1r d 8rlcl 5:Jrldra Ctr tc r 
Clr Ho1d .md Elt'.111o r C.t~ey 
Dan and C 1rol,\ nn Ca.'>e; 
1\ h , .1nd Mrs. Dan C:J.Scy. 
MM~~·Casc1• 
1\eu: ~ nd T:;n1m )' Case\' 
Lanny .md Lmcm.· C .1 sev 
D<~vrd Ca~h 
'l'r:tct Cue!' 
rod J .lnJ } lerlll,\llll C:~trcau 
Ms. P<tr C.wender 
K,11• .md Ed rd1 C;n•i n 
Sr:1•c ,11\d Pam Ccl~o r 
D.n•rJ and Joyce Chadwell 
JKk and Ed1th Clu rfin 
R.dph .111 d Dub Charn 
I.l nvd Champw n 
Mrkeam[CIII ,tCh.liKe 
CJ.rl ,md C lcn n,J Ch,111dlct 
Ch<r rlr ..: s Amo P.Hn t & Bndt Shop 
Fr.m k Chc.Hhilm 
;\lr. Romnuc C:heshia 
Johnnt and Rubr Nell Chcsrcr 
~li.1m Jnd Chcrcl Chrl wn 
Bob :mJ Pam Chisho lm 
Ja mts ar tJ L1ndJ C:hr,holm 
Ivl1 .md !\'l1s. Harry Chmrr,111 
Crri7cns ~calc B~nk 
Sr.m ar1 cl T;tW II)'a Cl.liHOfl 
Lr no :mrl lJr: lora C lap p 
Anne C lark 
Mrs. !-= 0, Clark 
Jim and su .. J. n Cl;nk 
Qm·no n and AlKe Clark 
B rad l~v and Anrta Clarksron 
rc~rl c 'c la ~·ro n 
Natha11 a 1~d 1\' l o nt~rn Cleek 
Ciclebnd Sra re Bar1k 
Ckvdar rd-HuJi\'a r Chamber of 
C:orn ,nerce 
F.rnt::.r Jnd Glend.l Cle1•enger 
Orrr Creek Chw r.:h, BJOwns\ li le T N 
Lind<1 Cl rnger 
Tom ,t nd s7tS(IIl Clonrng~t 
D<11rdl ar1d S.1lly Cobb L 
Kenn l.:'rh and Courrrwy Cobbs 
Ker111 eth and Karenc Coble 
Lorr Coble 
Vrncc Cohurn 
Dee ::~. nd Ger rv Cochran 
Mr .tnd M1s .Ph1ll rp Cochran 
Jun and lesl ie Coch1anc 
Joe and Kat Coffman 
Bd ly :lnd Ch rrsm Cofield 
Jcff ., ml Ar1i1a Cohen 
Ch.ules :1 r1d l~ ett)" Corle 
Rogel and Robrn Coker 
Mi~had an d L r nd;~ Cokley 
Gr eg and Sh:umon Cole 
John ,md Ly n.ll' Cole 
M1 and M1s. Tom J. Col(' 
Ltsa ColcnMn 
M1ke .111d Teresa Coleman 
Cl izab~·rh Co ll re r 
f.red <Jrtd Jackie Coll1er 
Wayne :t l~d Ruth Collre1 
Pau l Co lli ns 
Ted and Mebss,L Colon 
Columb1<1 G.ts J.=ounda uon 
Kyle and MJf)" Colvcu 
Mr • . md M1~- \X',l)' ne H~ Col)'el' 
Commcrcral N:monal Bank 
Ar rhur and rcggy Corwd 
!vfr. \X'ii iL.tm (.o ndron 
,\t\r, and MI'S. Ror')" C:onlev 
D;n rd Con ndJ 
John Con nell 
·Da\ rd .1ncl SJnd1a Co 11n~ r 
i\11 ,1nd Mrs Hu ber r Conno1 
Conoco Inc.. 
fkn tn+ Cook 
RKk ~ nd Ur:un Cook 
Ms. jrrhnnie Coope1 
Clenn .tr1J lb tlwa Cope 
Ju d and De 11 ise Copeland 
Ronny and Beuy Copeland 
Scor r and Jcnnh.: Cmb1n 
M 1. Da v1d Co tdcr 
Ru ss 3nd Oebur.1h Corney 
Alf1 ed an d Peggy Couch 
EdJ1 ..: and G1 JCC Couch 
Rn)" a11d N:wcy Cm'' t 
Dr. David (r,vey 
tvl r. ·rhom.l'i Covrngwn 
.Vf r. \Vilham CowJn 
Crego• )~ Cox 
Lrnd.1 Cox 
Melba Cox 
.'v1ont~.: .md l3erh Cox 
P.1rrru:1Cox 
Vivra n Cox 
M 1 s, Wesley Cox 
Doug and Carten C1:1h 
Ma1 k and Ocbb tc Cmnw 
\'V'; rvne .1r1d CttJJghl C r ~.r~on 
Mr • • tnd M rs, \\-',;Ite r C: r~cch 
M.11 k .md Roxr C re\\•s 
)rmm 1e Jnd Sh.nr:n C rockL·rt 
Bob and Julrc C:rornptoi\ 
Bnh and Abbo C ronm 
Clr rf and Agn e~ C tonm 
Ed :tnd Ve nrra Cr osby 
Cun 1s and Jean Crouch 
Gav le and i_ ,,a Crow.-
M· ;, and r\tlro;, J :r rll t~ Cru mb:~chcr 
C rus.1dcrs Brbl t Cla~s - H1 i.!.hland 
Sr Church o ~ Ch 1rSt ~ 
M.1wn and JeJn Cu lbt'Hson 
Buddy and Re rha Culhm 
r\lik(' and Marcr.:r. C unn rngha m 
Joh nni<" Curfm an 
Scon ami Lou Ann Cushlllan 
lel i' .mJ Su•l,Lrllh' Cu st ~ r 
•Jvle r ancl Sus:~r1 Cutshall 
\:r,. and rVl r ~ . r\ lbir1 C1•el lJJ J 
Ha ~l\ ::rnd ].111et Cybulsk r 
1VIr. anJ tvi Js,Mull cll Dac lls 
bic .1nd 1\ lclan rL· O.th l 
K~~\in and Crtroh·n D.1lafJI'l~ 
Daleo P10pemes 
O.tle & O dl dut l n s ~r rancc Agcnq·. 
Inc, 
MJ rg.treL D:~r11p r e t 
Bo l1h,y ,1nd K:H;- D~11 ie l 
Mr. f T Darmll r 
J\, lr and ,\! ,s. C l~ud~ D<~ug.hem• 
r\>1rs Lu1da Daughert.l' 
Lann)' and Penny Dauksc h 
Jane Dan:-n pmr 
,\ft •• md Mrs, Zdl D.l\'enpon 
Emrle and R n:~n J a D.wrd 
Ke1•in and Sherla Da1•rdson 
Bretr \X' DJIICS 
Jeff and Ltur.t D.wie~ 
'c 1cg and Grgr L)avrs 
H1rrison Dav1s 
j:1son and L) nn O;n•rs 
John ancl Grna D.n is 
:-.,f;r , J.: and Laur.:1 D3vis 
r\thr£}' .rnd '!err)" Davrs 
M rl ... e .lndJudtrh D:11·i s 
Rober r Drtvr~ 
Te11 r :~nd lkrrc Dm•is 
\XIrllram:~r1d An r1el le Dav1• 
~vir_ .wd Mrs_ Roge1 Dawdy 
Mr. and Mr~ Ma.x O;~wki n ~ 
Oav1d .md Rmh Ann D.1wmn 
Charles and Fh:1',1bcch Dean 
'Trm and Sue Dc:an 
Mr. and Mrs 1om Dean 
Har1y DeBenedr ui~ 
Nl1~~ Frcdurck Delancy 
De lt<\ 1\r1 L1ne:; r-oLrnd; rrun 
J:rme~ and lvl:rry l)'ll Demp~ev 
Tetr )' and Pa[[y Demp$")" 
Hart y and Sandr<J Den n.ud 
:-.It:. .md Mrs. l\b,sha ii iJennison J•. 
"todd DcnO)CI 
CLnence O!'Pcw 
D.:umy and Robb1 t DcRa rm rs 
lvl1 andMts. Tcr r1• Desel m,5 
Ms. l.r nda Dc,~ a ll 
Phrl1p .rnd L1~a DeYollng 
D.:nm~ and Pau lrt Otckcy· 
Mr. and Mrs. R. A D u.: bllll !1. 
Mr. and M1s. j oseph R. Drchl 
D.tv~J an J tvl~ b\·1 o ,Jdr nc 
Gknn :~nd Sus.m Drlla 1d 
0111111 Pho rog!"';lphr 
L)'nn and Sally D1xon 
C harles and Rchecc;~ Do rr·is 
Ms. Do 1orh) R Dor$C)' 
DNid and Julr e Doss 
Lrndcll and G lona Dory 
Clyde and Bobby Douglas 
Rtek and Sh.uon Oo .. t 
Wa)•nc and M:tril\'n Dowdy 
Wa de Down1ng 
IJ,w,J Dawson 
Dan anJ Jane Dozrt" r 
Mrs. Las~ r t D1apC1 
Mr' Brran Dudak 
Russd l and felrcc Dudrey 
Mr~ and Mrs R:li' Duffey 
Mr. and Mrs.. lohnml" Dukt· 
R•~d :mJ Donna Duntan 
RC~dgcl anJ fhr b<1r.1 DIJn C:lll 
TomL ond Joanne Dun c't! n 
Charles DuPtcc 
l\.lr and Mrs. Ernes t E.u h.:r. rr 
Edcl .111d ' fre sr.l E.tsort 
C hrlsr, MonrgomeL} 
M, s. H.lrvC\' H. Ltvr.:5 
t\ls. Edr1:1 F.ckerbc rg 
.);rr aJo Edcm 
:-.lax and D1arw Edungron 
r\th. ,md /\•l1 s. Co~~ EJ1\,11d~ 
EJ1 I and Lot .1 Edw ards 
J~-;~e EdwJ 1ds 
iVf, ,111d /vlrs. Jo hn Edw:rrds 
Phi lr p ,1nd K.1rnl Ldwa.rds 
Mr. Robert Edw:r 1ds 
M1s, \X', It Elder 
.\.fr .1 11 J Mrs Willr<~m fldrr dge 
Carr oll .md i':.mct F.l krns ~ 
D.n id and Len Elhou 
J ~D . . 1nd ,-\nr t.:t Cl lr otr 
r\1:td ei \' Jl Ell10tr 
Rogc1 ·~ nd Lr nda Ellrorr 
M.m ,11\r.i Lr ~.l fll1s 
Encore' Med rcal Staffing:, lrK. 
B.11 b.11;) [ngdherg 
Eldon and L:mell Engbnd 
D.1 l~.: ~ nd 1-Lnd English 
SLOtt and Erhelyn Englrsh 
\V:.~·man Fpp 
Equ1rable Lrk 
R~nJy .rnd Vrlki f 11\ltl 
DJ.v rd .Hld Sherv l E<>cue 
IJ;:1n and Doru(hv h nrc-
,'vh~ M<1rguence (_-._ Lqes 
Buford ,1;1 d Doro thy Eub.mks 
Dan .md Jo t\ru1e Eubank~ 
IV1r. .md ,\It:.. Sam h •a ns 
Mr ,1nd Mrs. Elwood D. Eveu:cr 
R;~n cl >' ;md Cath~~ l_\•ererr 
Mr . ,,nd ~\~ rs . f 1C"d E\\'rng 
Ak, ~nd s, , ~.1n Fagen .. 
Clurl1n e FJgo r1c 
L1mrlj' Shoe: H & C .S hoes 
M t. ~nd ~li s.. Joe FJnn 
1'mr and Mlsf) Famauao 
f.Mm BUt t <ltl Insurance 
td r lad \ Fa nner' 
R.r~ k a!1d Kater :rulk 
Coo lr dgl" .1nd M.le Ruth Faulkner 
Mr: C er•d Felht 
Ro1• and Ka1en Felkner 
M; and Mrs. \X'adc Felp~ 
Johnny :md PJtr r Fc1guson 
i\11 • • md Mr~. f-Jed Fergusson 
Me._ and M1i. lohn B .. feJrell 
M1. and ,\ •Irs, Ad:1m Feuef 
Don ilnd Bon nrc Frke 
D.n·id ,\r td ,lu l1 F1ndlcy 
Ron Fin le)' 
Davrd and Ma rc ra frshct 
l3 <trrrandJ dl Frsk 
] <l.mes and Pam Flannel\ 
Dowell .l. ild [)el la Flrtn 
J,,D Jnd Hollrc: Flippo 
Jaso n f loding 
!vll , and !vi r~ Wahe r T Hmr:ncc 
Beer)' Ann Floyd 
S.m1 Ployd 
Earl and K.11 ~ 11 Formlle 
l3ohbrc Fo r be~ 
13ob ,1nd C lonJ ForJ 
C hico ,1nd Lr ~a f ord 
Dwigl\l ;)tld II a rm~'/>C(' 
Kmt and Sha ton Fo1ne\' 
John and ian f.=on ner • 
Da. lc and Lee Ann Foster 
Dav1J 2nd Susan Fosr<"r 
Grl and '[r acy fo,w 
Joel .1ncl Btend.l rosrc1· 
J'v1rl. ~ Foste r 
S(o'e and Beck}' Foster 
Brll and C.uol Fowler 
Gram Fo1d cr 
,'vi '· and M 1'S. iVt 1- Fowler 
Mr . • 1nd tvirs. Noun~n f ox 
]<rm es arH.J Ca rol Fra."k 
C.~tlwine I=JJnkenberg 
W rllr .tm ,\nd Reb.t F1,1nkl rn 
Hu h~· rr a11 d M;1.rrlyn Fr.m ks 
Loyd :111J }\one F1aslun 
l ame~ and Josephine Fr ;u e..: 
Gary and Me1r lvn l r.mer 
R.1n dy :1 11 d Bt~nd.t Frcde1Kk 
Owen .\nd Reha Fr e~ma n 
Se,1n and Sreph.Hi k French 
Mr·. and Mrs Shelby F1t:11Lh 
Don.t ld .1nd £1'.1 Frcppon 
Ron and Delores Fnhe1 g 
Frrendsh1p Church nfChrrst, 
SeJrC}' AR 
r: l(lzcn Dclttc: 
8obb1e Fr} 
:-i ro:vc and Oonrc frye 
Brll and Do rorhy F;\•er 
Ja-o n ,tnd C.llla rullc:r 
John .1nd Dea 
C & G Parrs&: 
An1hOil\' ~n d )c1n' Gadbc 11 V 
\'\l:oyltt:' and Ncv~ 'carthe1 . 
Rob and Elr1.1berh Calloway 
M1 , .md tv\ts, Lamar G~mn;e l 
.Gd l and Oe,rnnc Gammrll 
J;'lck and Reg111,1 Gand)' 
Mr. o111d M1s.. Err":li n Garcra 
Brll and Che ri GarJ ne1 
Al<1n .1nd Sharon Gamer 
Don and SudiJ'Il C:n ncr 
Ha rrrC.1r r1e1 
HownrJ Gamer 
[,Kk ami Ro~cm.11v Gamer 
1\:eJl and Brcnd.t Ca mcr 
Lrn Game1 
Marvrn and b •d yn Ga 1 n e~ 
Dor l ;t nd Arw ~.: G.u nc-rr 
Demus .111d Susan C. ,JI OLHfC 
0 :11\,1 ~ nd Lmda Ca rr eu 
Mr. Crove1 S (,JtiC'rr Sr. 
Ruben and 1\udJ. Garren 
C lerl .l iHI hrd 'r' C:rrr rell 
1.1 nc G:ur lr 
-Da\·rd <I nti CJrol~ n G.rum leu 
Allen <1nd Nadrne Gaurh1er 
G~on .md Lo rr Grt)' 
M( Jnd lvlr s Eldon Ge rst 
GC'ncr:tl Auromorl\'c Sel\·ice 
Gene1.1l J\ hHo rs Po un dJr10 11 
,VI s. Artn re L. Genrrv 
Mt s B.tl'bdrJ Cenu1~g 
Ceu ,gra-P<Jt rli c ' 
0 .1111 1\' Oli iJ regg)' Gerl aLh 
Ms. luanlr,tGess 
Oebh}" Gihb~ 
Ron .md RJchd G rbbs 
C1ndt Gibso n 
M1. an d ,\I rs. Mrdnd C1bsnr1 
,\! r ~ .1 r1d 1\t!1~~ BenJamrn Grddens 
J.H n<.:s nnd 8ct ry Cresermnn 
\'~h it ,1 11d Be rlll\' C ilhkn 
Tom ,t nd KJI"e ~Cr ll r.1rn 
Pa.ul and Su~ G1ll1aum 
Mrt nl y and Joyce Gdrrn 
Mtchad amljuha Gisr 
1\ !Jrna and AH Givens 
1\4 1s. ;\nwnm.t Gladfdce1 
Harold and Bem• Gl~s s 
Jr.: 11 )~ ~ nd fv1~J gJ ~et Cle.1sor1 
Leon ~nd N1na Gtace Gleason 
Boh and Tei iJ' C love r 
D:r.•nd G\oi'Cr 
Michelle Jnd M1k(' Gl<wcr 
Mr. and Mrs. Quin God_~ev 
C huck and l 1nda Golden 
Pa1ge Golden-Dockn1s 
GcNgl' and Sa ra Goldman 
J,A, :1 nd O llit Colleher 
,'V\1 s. Bob Gooch 
Bertllj' and M.rnha Gooden 
Lel.t Cooden 
Mr. and Mrs- Lee Goodman 
Doug ar)d And reJ Goodpasuuc 
R.:r. ndy a. nd Berry Good wm 
Mr Cl if{on Gordon 
Bob and P.;>gg} Co1don 
Paul J. nd B:ubJ.r.l Corium 
J.V. ar1d M~n~ Gosnell 
Noble anJ Te reslu Goss 
D1 onJ Mr s. Claude Cossen Jr. 
Kare n GouJc::tu 
Joseph <~nd Jo Goy 
Llord .md P:ttnua Cr.1mling 
Gr11 nd Jtnlc.rron Church oFC:hnsr, 
Gt ~lld Junctio n CO 
Geno ,md Peggy G1 <t11t:li 
l.llr) <1 11d Grant 
Mr. and Mts. Gr~ss 
Nhrsh.r ll fi nd Lanem Gra(C: 
Roger ar1d Carolyn Gr ;:n•es 
Mr. AIGr:w 
Cli ffo rd ancl Vugmr:J C.r a)~ 
C h,ules G1 een 
David :tnd ShJron Green 
Joe and Jan G1ee1l 
W. j . ~ 11d Kachryn Gtc-o:n 
'Yt r. and M r ~ . Wadr= G1'>:r."l1 
\'<'lll1am ;r,nd Adalene Gr een 
Charles .t nd PJ11 rcr:1 G reene 
Gt.:e l Tue & Allgrlmem Servrce 
Georg.: Jnd C.uol )•n G1egg 
Mrs, A1dclla B Griffin 
Joh n and Johnnre Ma\' Grrffi n 
Susan Grifli r1 
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Tom and Sue Rowand Searcy Bam~ry Warehouse Susan Sides Pam Small Terry and Charlo ere Smirh Tom and Annette Sriffier Evelyn Taylor James and Marilynn ToUerson Mrs. Alma Vickers Reamus and Ellen Wares V. M. and Lois Whitesell Chris and Julie Wolfe 
Mr. and Mrs. Greg Rowden Searcy Florist Billy and Carla Sightes Amanda Smart Trevor and Nancy Smith Susan Stiger Glen and Denice Taylor Ronnie and Mary Tolleson Wayne and Srevie Vickery Tim and Cindy Waugh Mike Whirfield Jerry and Terri Wolfe 
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Rowe Searcy Insurance Cemer, Inc Harold and Evelyn Sigmund Bobby and Kay Smart V. L and Jean Smith Don Stillinger Heber Taylor Mr. and Mrs Charles Tolman Mr. and Mrs. Earl Vigg Kenneth and June Wayman Hugh and Jane Whitledge Royce and Carolin Wolfe 
Mrs Phyllis Rowe James and Leah Sears Signarure·Trucking, Inc, Mark and Lynda Smedley Mr. and Mrs, Von W. Smith Melvin and Frances Srinnetr Hoyr and Debbie Taylor Daniel and Lynne Tomanek Didier and Jenny Villard Carol Waymire Eric Whitley Joe and Wilma Wolverton 
Thea and Patricia Rowe Cliff Seawel Geoffrey and Joanna Sikes O'Neal and Bessie May Smelser Mr. and Mrs~ Webster Smirh Mr. and Mrs. Bob Stockstill Joe and Terri Taylor Nacasha Tomasi Mr. and Mrs. Carrie Vincent Mary Weatherford Shane W'hitley George and Robin Womack 
Mr. and Mrs Tim Rowe Fairh Seay Sracy and Carol Sikes An and Brenda Smith Billy and Joan Smith Amso and Jolene Stokes Vera Taylor Tomkins Corporation Foundation Mr. and Mrs. Lee Vincent Mr. and Mrs. Michael Weatherford W C and Momine Whirley Mr. and Mrs BiJiy R Wood 
Randy and Lynn Rowland Anthony and Angela Sedano Sreve and Parr.icia Sikes Billy and Joanne Smirh Sran Smithey Joe and Cheri Stokes Kathy Taylor Billy and Claire Tomlinson Vinca Furnirure, Inc Ben and Parsy Weaver Mr. and Mrs, Charles "Whitmire Bobby Wood 
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Rowlere John and Christy Seibel Tibor and Monica Siklosi Britt and Pam Smith SmithK!ine Beecham David and Donna Srolue Ken and Diann Taylor Cecil and Caroline Tomlinson John and Paula Vines Caleb and Becky Weaver Guy and Lorerta Whiri:Ley Donna Wood 
Ken and Alayne Royster Audrey Seibert Mrs. Coy Siler Mr. Buel Smith Deronda Smotherman Dean and Cheryl Srone Par and Sharon Taylor Keith and Andrea Tomlinson Gene and Rebecca Vinzant Doug and Lesa Weaver Mr. and Mrs. Jim Whirr Mr. and Mrs, W. Frank Wood 
Randy and Becky Rudesill Mr. and Mrs Larry Seidel Mr. Travis Siler Carolyn Smith Mary Snider Donald Srone Paul and Marrha Taylor Mr. Bill Totty Bill and Rani Visalli Jerry and Betty Webb Darrell and Denell Whirringham James and Jan Wood 
Anabella Ruiz Norman and Carol Seiders Bill and Janice Carol Silkrnan Carroll and Lorene Smith Miss Laura Jane Snow Mr. and Mrs. Donald Srone Perry and Karen Taylor Mr. and Mrs. Joe Tournear Jason and Sandy Vogel Bob and Nancy Webb Charles and Roberra W'hitringron John and Diana Wood 
James and Kauie Rum field Mr. James Selbe Brad and Debbie Silva Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smirh Everett Snowbarger RandaJI and Barbara Stone Richard and Mabel Taylor Oralee Towell Carroll and Eudie Voigts Brian Webb Dr. J. Walker Whinle Michael and Jill Wood 
Michael and Nadine Runcie Fred and June Selby Kathryn Silvey Mr. and Mrs Charles Smith III John and Marla Snyder Ms. Jane Stoneman Richard and Janis Taylor Tom and Carolyn Towell Mr. and Mrs Johnny Voiles Mrs Connie Webb Jerry and Susan Whirworth Tom Woodason 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Runyan Mr. and Mrs, John R, Selby Donald and Patricia Sime Dave and Jan Smirh Mrs. Melvin Snyder Vivian Srorch Roberr and Barbara Taylor Mr_ and Mrs Richard Towery Wacha via Cynrhia Webb Mr. and Mrs. Allen Wicker Sr Mrs. H. E. Woodham 
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Rupe Andy Sellers John Simmons Dirk and Wendy Smith Mr. and Mrs, Terry Snyder Mr. Randy Story Mr. and Mrs. Tom Taylor Doug and Sherri Townsdin George Wachrer David and Tracy Webb Patrick and Michelle Wicker Paul and Debbie Woodhouse 
Elsie Ruscin Randall and Ann Sellers Marr and Teresa Simmons Donald and Kelley Smith Tom and Pamela Snyder Roberr and Juanita Scary Trice Taylor Barbara and Eric Townsend Mr. Franklin W. Wade Scott and Kati Webb Robert Wicker Chester and Joyce Woodruff 
Ruscin Enterprises, Inc Ruth Sellers Margarer Lynn Sobaszko Kelly and Denise Swut Billy and Kathy Taylor Gary and Kathy Tracy Jim and Wanda Wade Ty and Janet Webb Kari and Robert Wicker Jean Woodruff 
Gary and Sharon Rushing Karen and Derek Selvidge Donald and Marlyce Sohm Daniel and Tonica SrovaJl Mr. and Mrs, Albert Teague Jr. Julie Tracy Kirk Wade Roberr and Janet Weber Wade Wicker Tony and Nita Woodruff 
Mike and Terry Rushing William and Margarer Seniker Clayron and Silma Soleyn Mary Helen StOvall Jeff and Marina Teague Peter and Gail Traisci Charles and Judirh Wadleigh Rod and Margaret Webring Tom and Kathy Wideman Carl and Norma Woods 
Paul and Nelda Rushing Harry and Nancy Serarr Larry and Janice Sosa Mrs Inez Srowers Bill and Rebecca Teague Robert and Carolyn Trammell Dick and Olive Wagar Mr. Bob Websrer David and Jan Widener Gilben and Pat Woods 
Ed and Cheryl Russell loan and Cristina Serban Manichanh Soundara Bonnie Suacner Mrs, Richard Teague George and Katie Tran Shelton and Sydney Wagner Charles and Kimberly Webster James and Ida Jane Widner jeff Woods 
Mary Etta Russell Sam and Sher Sevier Sourhern HiUs Church of Christ, Mrs Mariless Strandlund Bobby and Peggy Tefertiller Jerry and Lauri Trapp Charles Wakefield Roy and Berrie Webster W H . and Mary Jo Wilborn Jeff and Gloria Woods 
Nathan and Danerte Russell James Sewell Shreveport lJ\. Bernard and Irene Strasser BerrTefferriller Rurh and Harry Trauffer Mr. Bryan Walden William and Treva Weedon Mr. Sherman R Wildman Mrs. Daisy Woodward 
Steve and Annette Russell Janice Sewell Mr. and Mrs Roger Sowell Drew and Lori Strasser Mr. R. L. Telford Mr. and Mrs Bobby Travis Joe and Shirley Waldrop Mr. and Mrs. Louis T. Weeks Dennis and Cherry Wiley George and Trina Woodward 
Thomas and Joy Russell Kirk and Claudia Sewell Fred and Undine Spain Tommy and Rachel Strasser Terry and Lois Templron Mr. and Mrs Lawrence Treadway Michael and Julie WaJdrop Danny and Joyce Weems Clay Wilkerson Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wooldridge 
Bill and judy Ruth Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Sewell Wilbur and Jane Spangler Ed and June Strawn Me. Benjamin Terrell Roy and Alice Treadway Alan and Faiffi Walker Patrick and Jamie Wehrung Rick and Jill Wilkins Doug and Karen Wooren 
David and Susan Rurherford Sam and Laurel Sewell Lucille Sparkman Mr. Raben Strickland Mr. and Mrs. DarreU Terrell Larry Treat Allen and Karen Walker David and Robin Weidner Larry and Wanda Wilkinson Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Wooten 
Dr. and Mrs Reginald Rutherford Mr. and Mrs. Steve Sewell John and Shirley Sparks Ben and Laura Srrider Br:td and Rhonda Terry Ms. Joyce Treece Amanda Walker Royce and Imogene Weisenberger Mr. and Mrs Raben V. Wdleford Sr. Randy Wooten 
Rene Rutherford Ken and Tanja Shackelford Kenny and Teresa Sparks Mr. and Mrs. Charles Srringer Jr. Andrew and Melissa Thacker Tony and Berh Treece CarhyWaJker Ms. Bertha Welch Bennie and Wylene Williams Me. and Mrs~ Roger Wooten 
William and Rhonda Rutledge Mr. and Mrs Ron Shade Joe and Carol Spaulding Stinson and Virginia Stringer HaJ and Parsy Thacker Carroll and Rachel Trent Mrs. Helen Walker Bill and Cindy Welch Brad and Barbara Williams Joe and Mary Wooron 
Bennerr Rye Bob and Anglene Shafer Amy Spayde Eric and Tanya S(ripling Ms Suzanne P. Thames Glen Trent Jana Walker David and Sherry Welch David and Linda Williams Paul and Lucretia Wooton 
S.j T. Drywall & Rebar, lne Bill and Barbara Shaffer Charles and Dieclinde Spears Mrs Bobbie Strong Ted and Kim Thames Mr. Charles Trevathan Joe and Laurie Walker Mrs. Paula Welch Don and Leisa Williams David Word 
Mike and Gayla Saegerr Arya and Karla Shakibi Dee Spears Al and Frances Stroop Marvin and Ethel Tharmisch Mark and Tamara Tribble John Walker Chris and Renee Wells Ellis and Freeda Williams Dale and Deborah Work 
Brenda Sain Billy and Katherine Shaner Linda Spears Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Stroud The Arkansas Bankers Association Bobby and Karhy Trickey Joseph and Tasha Walker DicyWells Mr. and Mrs. ] . E. Williams David and JoAnn Work 
Mike and Evelyn Sain Nancy Shanklin majority of my $Chooling 
Shannon and Wanda Spears Mrs C . W. Stroup Mr. and Mrs. William TheobaJd Mr. and Mrs. Billy Tripp Kenneth and Sue Walker Henry and Mary Lou Wells Mr. and Mrs, Jimmy Wllliams World of Design, Inc, 
Richard and Susan Sain Mr. Barker Shannon Ed and Karen Speer Duane and Sharon Stuart LotTherrio Mr. and Mrs. Roy Tripp Mr. and Mrs~ Lynn WaJker Louise Wells John and Cindy Wdliarns Gary and Winnie Wociey 
Terry Sallee James and Mary Lou Shannon Mr. Murray Speer Mrs Hazel Sruffiebeem Chris and Kim Thiele Jim and Betty Trotter Pete and Margaret Walker Wayne andJuanira Wells Kay Williams Don and Virginia Warren 
Don and Linda Samanie Mary Shannon Rick and Vicki Spelce Bertha Styers Dororhy Thieme Fran Troy Mr. and Mrs Scott Walker Wells Fargo Bank Larry and Lorena Williams Mr. Doyle Worrhey 
Elizabeth Sammons Roy and Clara Shannon was spent in Christian education, so I Elden and Lucy Spencer Todd Styles John &Jean Thigpen Todd and Kimberly Truax Vivian Walker Mrs. Charles Wendell Sr. Mark and Lesa Williams DonaJd and Lois Wrighr Ronald Sanborn Mr. and Mrs. Zachary Shappley Mr. John Spicer Mr. and Mrs. Curt Sullenberger Ronald and Delores Thigpen Bill Truicr Wayne and Inez WaJker Donald and Doris Wendt Mr. and Mrs. Michael Wllliams Howard and Joyce Wrighr 
Benny and June Sanders Cliff and Jane Sharp David and Sherri Spillman Arnold and Charlotte Sullivan Andy and Jennifer Thomas Mr. Paul Tsimorros Rex and Eudora Wall Marrha Wersch Mike and Tania Williams James and Linda Wright 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Sanders Sr. Mr. and Mrs Wayne Shaver 
appreciate and understand the 
Harvey and Dororhy Spillman Barry and Candy Sullivan Britt and Ginger Thomas Bud and Ruby Tucker Mr. and Mrs Tommy C Wall David and Donna Weselius Monica Williams Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Wright 
Clark and Karen Sanders Jim and Donna Shaw Mr and Mrs. Jim Spindler Mr. and Mrs. Bobby G. Sullivan Mr. and Mts, Charles Thomas Burch and Sherrilyn Tucker Ms Yvonne Wall Danny and Cara West Mozelle Williams John and Ruth Wrighr 
Doug and Janet Sanders John and Terry Shaw Mr. Joe Spradlin Jr. Danny and Karen Sullivan Donald and Berty Thomas Chuck Tucker Bratton and Barbara Wallace Harold and Mary Anna West Paul and Rurh Williams Larry Wrighr 
Nathan and Michele Sanders Larry and Jeri Shay Marvin and Rena Springer Gene and Lou Sullivan F. J. and Barbara Thomas David and Robin Tucker Brian and Debbie Wallace Jack and Terri Wesr Paul and Kathie Williams Madge Wright 
Mr. and Mrs, Wayne Sanders Larry and Carole Sheehy importance of it. I feel it's important Berh Spurlock John and Alice Sullivan F. L and Carol Thomas Dennis and Elaine Tucker John and Connie Wallace Jim and Francis West Mr. and Mrs Roberr Williams Dr. Mark Wright Mr. and Mrs Darryl Sanderson Par and Ollie Shelbourne Bill and Syble Spurlock John and Michelle Sullivan Frank and Tami Thomas Mr. and Mrs Harrell Tucker Michael and Sandi Wallace Roberr and Gwen Wesr Robin WiUiams Ray and Ann Wright 
Lynn Sanderson David and Sherri Shelby Rick and Brenda Spurlock Vlckic Summc:rli n Mr. a.I1d Mrs. Franklin Thomas Mr. and Mr>, ]ohnnyTuckcr Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wallace Andy and Kim Westbrook Sam and Bmye Williams Rema Wright 
Murray Sanderson Allen and Cindy Sheldon Mike and Lindsey Spurlock David and Karan Summitt Guy and Mary Thomas Ms. Sandra Tucker Rick and Renee Wallace Tim and Anessa Westbrook Shirley Williams Rick and Dawn Wright 
Ervin and Bobbie Sandlin An and Sandy Sheldon to support an environment where kids Suzanne Spurrier Nathan Summirr Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Thomas Mr. and Mrs, Willard Tucker William and Darlene Wallace Mrs J,A, We>rerfield Sibyl Williams Shcila Wright 
Grant and Donna Sandlin Howard and Margaret Sheldon Woody and Judy Square Jeriel and Mary Summirr Jim and Sheryl Thomas Mr. and Mrs. James Tudor ]. B. and Joan Wallis Mark and Tunene Weston Sreve and Dail Williams Steven and Jan Wright 
Michael and Cindy Sandoval Billy and Angie Shelton Robert and Nancy Squire James and Fros[)' Sumner Mr. Kenneth Thomas Jr. Sreve and Enola Tullos Mr. Ernesr L Walls Scotr and Lori WhaJey Teri Williams Wade and Lezlie Wrighr 
Raymond Sandroni Cliff and Krisry Shelron 
can get their lett on solid ground. 
Mr. and Mrs. Don Stack Mr. and Mrs. Richard Sumner Mr. and Mrs. Larry Thomas Ken and Kdsie Turley Gail Walls Mary Wharton Terry and Lorie Williams Chuck Wrobel 
Curtis and Tammy Sanford Gary and Debra Shelton Scott and Dawn Stackhouse Jeff Sundling Mary Thomas Ann Turley Hubert and Janet Walls Lyle and Evelyn Wheatcroft Charles and Joyce Williamson Mr. and Mrs. Ken Wyatt 
Gerardo and Mary F. Santana Glenn and Louise Shelton ]essie Staggs Chit Sung Mike Thomas Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Turnage Michael and Sherry Walls Anthony and Lynn Wheeler Martha Williamson Ms. Missy Wyare 
Salvador and Felipa Sanrillan Mr. J H Shelton Sybil Staggs John Super Mr. Milron Thomas Ms Bonnie Turner Mrs. W. Jean Walls Barry and Lynene Wheeler Mr. and Mrs Roland Williamson Mrs. Samuel]. Wyatt Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs RonaJd Sanzone Jim and Lori Shelton Rick Tucker Mr. James Srake Regena Surginer Vanessa Thomas Dale and Janis Turner Edna Walsron Lyle and Fredricka "Wheeler Steve Williford Max and Rita Wycough OpaJ Sappington Upton and Joan Shelton Sran-Kel Pharmacies, Inc. Kyle and Melissa Survance Virgil and Wanda Thomas Mr. and Mrs, Delbert Turner Mrs. Lila Walsworth Randy and Christy Wheeler Darrell and Marcy Willis Randy and Melinda Wylie 
Mark and Lillian Sartin TomSher~ker Pamnt of freshman Melinda Tucker Harold and Carolyn Standefer Libby Survanr A H and Christine Thomason Elizabeth Turner Mrs. Johanne Walter Mr. Rayford Wheeler Mr. Harold W. Willis Mr. and Mrs. Dwain Wynn 
Mr. Mark L Sarrin Michele Shepard Mr. Lonnie Sranford Tom and Wanda Suttle Mrs. Annie Thomason James Turner David and Sammye Walters Ron and Corinne Wheeler Jim and Harriott Willis Shirley and Carolyn Wynn 
Harry and Margie Saul Ryan and Lisa Shephard Huntsv#l~ AlabamA Mr. and Mrs, Kenneth Sranley Brian and Dayna Surrles Mr. Gary Thomason Jay and Annie Turner Mr. and Mrs J.D. Walters Sandra Wheeler Mr. and Mrs, Leon Willis JuliaWyss 
Score and Suzi Saunders Mr. E.M . Shepherd Jr. Mr. Torn Stanley III Mr. and Mrs. H . L. Sutton Mrs. Pa[ Thomason Larry Turner Jim and Denette Walron Wayne and Joy Wheeler Mark and Debra WiUis Richard and Jo Yaeger 
Tony Sauser Joe and Debbie Shepherd Vaughan and Helen Stanley Jim and Diedra Sureon RonaJd and Anne Thomason Tricia Turner Jimmy and Vickie Walron Bill and Brenda Wheeler Ms. Tracye Willis Ms. Dororhy M. Yager 
Don Sauter Ron and Sue Shepherd Webb and Saundra Stanley Mike and Elaine Svec Roderick and Mary Thomasson Russ and Carol Turner Rod and Amy Waltz Marjorie Whipple Mr. and Mrs Creighton Wilson Mr. and Mrs, Jimmy Yancey 
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence W. Sawyer Paul and Kim Sheppard Tom Ed and Amy Simmons Esrher Smirh Gary and Carla Stapleron Julie Svymbersky Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Thompson Todd and Betty Lou Turner Cymh ia Walvoord Gary and Chrysre Whisenhunt Felicia Wilson Peggy Yancey 
Mr. Tom E. Sawyer Clifron and Jan Sheridan George and Mary Simonds Frances Smith Mr. and Mrs Glen Stapleton Mr. Larry Swaim Charles and Jan Thompson David and Amy Tyler Curtis and Mary Ward Joel Whitaker Garrick and Tracey Wilson Hal and Debra Yares 
Stanley and Billye Sayers Paul and Gail Sherrod Mr. and Mrs. Billy R Simpson Greg and Julie Smith Mr. and Mrs James Sraplemn Mr. Larry Swaim Mrs David Thompson Mrs, Nancy Tyler Darrell Ward Robert and Glenda Whiraker Harold and Shelba Wilson Mike and Cacol Yates 
David and Kristie Sbravati Rusry and Cheryl Sherry D e Simpson Hugh and Diane Smith Mr. and Mrs. Roger Srark Efi:on and Lera Swain Ms. Deborah Thompson Jesse and Laura Tyree GaryWa.cd Frank Whirbeck Mrs. Helen Wilson Steven Yates 
Fred and Avis Schaffer Amy Sherwin Jay and Ruth Simpson Mr. and Mrs, James Smiffi BiU Srarkey Neil and Sheila Swain Donald and Barbara Thompson Mr. and Mrs. Raben J. Ubelhor Harold Ward Mr. and Mrs. Alvin White Doug and Marilyn Wilson Tyrren and Cindy Yates 
Paul and Beverly Schandevd Joe and Diann Sherclesworth John and Nancy Simpson Mr. and Mrs. James Nyren Smirh Donald and Cymhia Starkey Ms. Katherine Swan Gary and Ann Thompson Luther and Maxine Umphenour Mr. and Mrs. James Ward Ben and Eleanor Whire Joy Wilson William and Alexandria Yavelak 
Gary and Sarah Scheerer Gloria Shewmaker Mrs. M . A Simpson Mr. Jeff Smirh Larry and Parricia Srarks Raben Swan Jesse and Doroffiy Thompson David and Myra Underwood James and Margaret Ward Bill and Orvella Whire Kenneffi and Edith Wilson Clifton Yeager 
Hanmut and Janice Scheffler Mrs, Lenice Shewmaker Mr. Robert Simpson Jerrel and Lillie Smith Jerry and Mari9n Starling Mark and Melinda Swann Larry and DeAnna Thompson Philip and Sherry Underwood Joe and Carla Ward Blanche White L. D. and Phyllis Wilson Merle and Martha Yeager 
Rob and Lisa Schmirrou Doug and Becky Shields Van and Rachel Simpson Jim and Marilyn Smirh Herman and June Srarling Mark and Flora Swarrz Mickey Thompson Howard Utley Joe and Kay Ward Charles and Susan White Marrin and Carol Wilson Charles Yeargan 
Rebecca Schneider Ron and Patty Shields Cynrhia Sims Joe David and Nora Smirb Dale ar1d Lylan Starr Susie Sweany Neil and Stephanie Thompson Mike and Dina Valenrine Larry Ward David and Ka.ry White Michael and Nancy Wilson Mr. Terry Yoder 
Mary Schofield Fred and Lenora Shilsron Ms. Darlene Sims John and Patricia Smith Larry and Suzanne Srader Susan Swearingin Paul and Donna Thompson Ms Concepcion M Valls Mr. and Mrs. M D Ward David and Dawn White Myer and Johnnie Wilson Darrel and Jackie York 
Gretchen Schol Stan and Kari Shinsaco Earnest Sims John Srnirh Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Sreele H elen Swindle Mr. Rayford Thompson Peter and Gail Van Arsdale Russ and Kay Ward Gary and Jackie White Mr. Olan Wilson Russell and Krisci York 
H enry and Beverly Schol B F. and Janice Shipman Marcella Sims Kerry Smith Mr. and Mrs. Duane Steele Gary Swing Ted and linda Thompson Leonard and Sharon Van Bragt Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Ward Gus and Candy White Tony and Liz Wilson Mr. and Mrs. Earl P. Young 
Kermi[ and Vickie Schol Pat and Janie Shipman Mr. and Mrs. Richard Sims Kim Smith Randy and Nancy Steele Jerry and Ellen Swink Todd and June Thompson Todd and Gayle Van Erren Mr. and Mrs George Ware Hoyr and Peggy White Trula Wilson Mrs Helen Young 
Russell and Jeanette Schoof David and Lyneue Shipp Mr. and Mrs. Roberr Sims Kirby and Kim Smirh Jon and Cheryl Sreffi.ns Kim Swink Todd and Jeannie Thompson John and Many Van Winkle Mr. and Mrs. Ronald A Ware Jason Whire Walter andJo Ann Wilson Karen Young 
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Schramm Mr. and Mrs. Henry Shipp E , L and Margie Singer Eric and Leah Smirh Kennerh and Janis Sregall Rickie and Linda Swinney Velma Thompson Emma Vanatta Mrs. Walter Warf Mr. Joe W. White Woodrow and Leonie Wilson Phillip and Brandy Young 
Dan and J'Nevlyne Schrock Roberr Shire! Joey and Marilyn Singleton Uoyd and Mary Smith Rodney and Sara Steger Curris and Delois Sykes Doug and Melinda Thorburn Jack and Frances Vancil Ed and Jewell Warfield Mark and Jill White Wilson Morors, Inc. Roberr Young 
Par Schroff Mr. and Mrs Paul K. Shirley Steve and Cindy Singleton Lois Smith Benny and Gayle Srephens Allen and Janet Syler Mr. and Mrs, Guy Thornberg Vandalia Church of Chrisr, Charles and Joann Warlick Martha W'hite Lee and Peggy Wimberley Susan Young 
Walker Schul Mr. and Mrs L. J Shock Mr. John A. Sink Louisa Smirh Brad and Mary Stephens Paul and Nancy Symanowia. Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Thornburg Vandalia OH David and Bonnie Warren O .F. and Uewellyn Whire Mr. and Mrs Weldin Wimberley Mary Ann Youngblood 
Mr. Max Schultz. Sara Shock Brad and Tracye Sipe Mr. and Mrs. Mark Smith Edward and Joyce Stephens Mr. Jim Tabor Mike and Dawn Thornburg Kerry and Lori VanDer Kamp Mr. and Mrs. John WiUiam Warren Pere and Dan ira White Brenda Wimpy Richard and Donna Youngblood 
Alvin and Jan Schupp Daniel and Becky Shoemaker Douglas and Madeline Sipe Mrs. Martha Smith Lori Srephens Ronald and Erma Tacken John and Fern Thorman Harold and Nathalie Vanderpool Kaye Warren Rebecca "Whire Robert and Mary Windisch Danny and Lucille Younger 
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Schuster David and Melinda Shoemaker Terry and Shirley Sipes Mary Smith Michael and Jan Stephens David and Shaun Talaber Ms. Sandra Thornton Mr. and Mrs. Derrell Van n Bill and Katie Warren Ron and Donna White N ell Windle Gene and Sue Zachary 
Scot[ E. Schwieger Tom and Sylvia Shoemaker Ken and Debbie Sipfle Mary Smirh Mr. and Mrs. Randy Stephens Thomas and Escher Tam Byron and June Thrasher Renee Vann Chris Wasinger Sandra Whire Ms. Earlene Windsor Mike and Suzanne Zan ali 
Mr. and Mrs William Schwieter Eric and Wilma Shoffner Dave and Carhy Sippel Matt and Glenna Smith Richard and Chloe Stephens Brandon and Kim Tandy Mrs. Darrell Throckmorton Floyd and Karhy Van pool Randal and Val Wasson Steve and Jeanne White Benny and Linda Winger Dana and Kathy Zartman 
Rhonda Scoby Brian and Shari Shook Mr. and Mrs, Coleman Sisson Mr. Melvin D. Smith Tom and Harriet Stern Harold and Deena Tandy Throckmorton Feed & Supply Dwayne and Joan VanRheenen Mr. and Mrs Keith Watkins SusieWhire Mr. Clyde Wingfield King and Peggy Zee 
Carol Scoggins Ralph and Darlene Shook Joe and JoAnn Sisson Ralph and Sarah Smiffi Bruce and Charlotte Stevens Bob and Jan Tanner David and Leslie Throesch Mark and Beth VanRheenen Todd and Jennifer Warrous Theora White Robert and Dean Wingfield M". Sally Zenga.co 
Bob and Patsy Seen Mr. John Shoptaw Carroll and Loreta Sires Richard andJo Ann Smirh Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Stevens Larry and Karen Tanner Mr. and Mrs F. Wayne Thurman Chad VanSreenberg Adrian and Donna Warson Todd and Kris Whire Vance and Tommie Wlngfield Aubrey and Leslie Ziegler 
Bobby and Nancy Scorr Shores Hardware and Propane Gas, Terry and Jeannie Siverd Dick and Nell Smith Stanley Srevens Randy and Bet[)' TanneJ Jim and Susan Thurman Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Van Wagner Brert andJosene Warson Mr. and Mrs. Virgil White Jack and Betty Winkler Clem and Rurh Ziegler 
Ms. Fairh Score Inc Bill and Charlene Sivia Rick and Mary Smith Susan Stevens William and Ramona Tanner Randy and Judy Thurman Score and Bernadette Van Wormer Carole Watson Whire County Paving Winsron Hayles Jr. ReaJtor Jeff and Diane Ziegler 
Jesse and Sherrie Scott Mr. and Mrs Bruce Shorr James and Virginia Sivia Rick and Deana Smith Mrs. Willie Srevens Carolyn Tapp Keith and Barbara Tice David and Judy Vaughan Don and Marcia WatsorJ White Sration Church of Christ Stanley Winr Joseph and Ruby Ziegler 
John and Mary Joyce Scorr Mr. and Mrs. James Shorr Bob and Gracie Skaggs Ricke Smith Amy Stevenson Mr. and Mrs. David Tappe M<. W: D. Tidwell J,. Gregg and Phyllis Vaughan Arnold and Ruby Mae Watson LG#IO Marcy Winrers Tricia Ziegler 
John and Teresa Scou Lewis Shorr Jim Skelton Robert and Paulerta Smith Mr. and Mrs. James Srevenson Michael and Elizabeth Taramo Marrhew and Paula Tiller Danny and Margaret Vaughn Louanne Warson White Station Church of Christ Kevin Wise Steven and Peggy Zimpfer 
Michelle Scott Wayne and Monica Shorter Darrell and Ruth Skinner Roger and Susan Smith Rob and Nancy Stevenson Darah Tare Joey and Becky Til ron Elvis and Adell Vaughn Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Warson LG#4 Mike and Kim Wise Eric and Tia Zink 
Ralph and Pauline Scotr Mr. and Mrs. James Shourd John Slais Mr. Roy C Smirh Fai rh Steward Mr. and Mrs. ]. C Tare David Timmons Mr. and Mrs. John Vaughn Randy Watson Mr. and Mrs Lowell W'hired Mr. Clyde M. Wisham Rick and Caye Zivney 
Bob and Jeannerre Scan Marc Showalter Dennis and Becky Slatton Sarah Smith Mr. and Mrs. Fred M Stewart Mr. and Mrs. James W. Tare Susan Timmons Ms. Juanita Vaughn ZacWatson Mr. Thomas E Whitefield Keith and Rebecca Wlshum Mr. and Mrs. Stu Zoetewey 
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Scott Mr. and Mrs Dennis Showman Joy Slayron Scarlen SmidJ Jackie and Janice Stewart Jerry Tare Tony and Katrina Timms Verlin Vaughn James and Katy Watt Doyle and Jacqui 'Whirehead Eugene and Mary Jo Wlthrow Paul and Janet Zoss 
Russell and Colleen Scott Luke and Joelle Shows Kim and Valerie Sleege Scott and Lolira Smith JiU Stewart Van and Jean Tare Mr. and Mrs James Tims Jay and Judith Venzin Sreve and Rene Watten Duane and Kay Whitehead DonaJd and Mildred Wirr Zurich-American Foundation 
Bernard and Ellen Shrable Mr. and Mrs. Joe Slicer Sondra Smith Jim and Nyla Srewarr Barbara Tatum Pam Tiner Linda Verner Mr. and Mrs. Harold Watters Mr. and Mrs. James Whitehead Mrs John Witt 
CoNNECTIONS 
Submit your alumni news to "Connec-
tions," Harding University Office of 
Alumni Relations, Box /0768, Searcy, AR 
7214 9-0001; or by e-mail to alumni-
news@harding.edu. To subscribe to the 
weekly e-mail/is/serve Alumni Digest, 
send message to subscribe, induding 
your name and class year, to alumni-
list@harding.edu. You may post mes-
sages to the Digest at the same address. 
'3 8 Robert Vann (BA) and his 
wife, the former Leola Mock 
(BA), celebrated their 60th wed-
ding anniversary June 15, 1998. 
They are both retired teachers and 
have four children. (915 N. Dustin 
Ave., Farmington, NM 84701) 
'44 Walter Larkins (BA) is a 
retired minister. (190 Ackerly St., 
Riverhead, NY 11901) 
'48 Tennie Rogers is making a 
third bid for rhe presidency. (6710 
S. Quaker Ave. Tulsa, OK 74l36) 
'51 Don Fike (BA) and his 
wife, the former Bonnie Cropper 
('54), retired in 1996 after 45 
years working with churches in 
several states as well as Surinam. 
Don served as chaplain on the 
Sun Princess during the Christmas 
season. (2713 Chaparral Drive, 
Fort Collins, CO 80526) 
Richard Homard has retired as di-
rector of corporate modeling and 
analysis with Enrergy Arkansas. 
He received his Ph.D. from the 
University of Arkansas at Little 
Rock in 1998. He is married to 
the former Margie Brown (BA 
'48). (10 Brandywine Lane, Little 
Rock, AR 72227) 
'56 Ileta Buchanan Beckloff 
(BA) and her husband, James, 
taught English in Wuhan, China, 
during 1997-98. They are now 
teaching at igerian Chri ria.n 
Bible College in West Africa. llcta 
is a retired educamr. (205 . W 
Elm Tree, Bentonville, AR 72712) 
Dennie Hall (BA) has retired after 
teaching journalism 28 years at 
the University of Central Okla-
homa in Edmond. He now works 
for rhe Daily Oklohomd.tl in Okla-
homa ity. He and his wife, Ann, 
have C\vo children. (2437 len-
rock, Edmond, OK 73003) 
'57 Betty Buchanan Gatlin 
(BA) has retired after 40 years of 
teaching at Crowley's Ridge Acad-
emy. She was awarded the Nation-
al Christian School Association 
Educator of the Year for 1998. 
She and her husband, Jerry ('56), 
have three children. ( 491 0 Wise, 
Paragould, AR 72450) 
'62 Norma Thomas Dorris 
(BS) retired from teaching in June 
32 Spring 1999 ·HARDING 
1998 and was selected to Whos 
Who Among Americas Teachers in 
October 1998. She is now the 
food services instructor for the 
Vocational Center. She and her 
husband, Carter, have a son. (140 
Deere Road, Lexington, TN 38351) 
group supervisor with Sunflower 
Childcare Center. Her husband, 
Franklin, died Aug. 9, 1998, from 
a brain tumor. (614 Maple Sr., 
Lewisburg, PA 17837) 
'68 Jim Love is marketing 
manager with Speciality Minerals 
Inc. He and his wife, the former 
Kathy Head ('69), have two sons. 
(1597 Woodfield Drive, Bethle-
hem, PA 18015) 
Faye Woodham Hall (BA) is a 
first-grade teacher with the South-
ern Kern Unified School District 
in Rosamond, 
Cali£ She pre-
sented an inter-
est session at the 
Delta Kappa 
Gamma Honor 
Society of 
Women Educa-
'6 5 Denton Kernodle (BS) is 
an agent with Northwestern Mu-
tual Life Insurance with the CLU 
and CHFC distinction. His wife, 
the former Dee McCarley (BA 
'64), is a licensed professional 
counselor and play therapist. They 
have two children. (935 County 
Road 348, Jonesboro, AR 72401) 
'69 Foylen Bryant (BA) is the 
owner of Creek Management & 
Training Associates. She retired 
from the State of Florida in 1994. 
(132 Citrus Road N.E., Lake 
Placid, FL 33852) 
Nancy Ashley Lamb (BS) com-
pleted her master's in nursing 
from the University of Maryland 
in August 1998. She is a nurse 
practitioner and study coordinator 
with Baltimore Research and Edu-
cation Foundation. She and her 
husband, Bill, have two children. 
(6 Millpond Court, Owings Mills, 
MD 21117) 
tors International Convention in 
Dallas and was elected president 
of the local chapter Iota Alpha of 
Chi (CA) State. (45453 Genoa, 
Lancaster, CA 93534) 
'67 Harmon Seawel (BA) is 
the superintendent of Maynard 
Schools. He was elected an Arkan-
sas state representative and began 
serving in January. (5761 Highway 
328 W, Pocahontas, AR 72455) 
Carol Bowman Thomas (BA) is a 
Stephen Thornton is an aerospace 
engineer with NASA. (4048 Cita-
tion Way, Rosamond, CA 93560) '70 Harvey Rhodes Jr. (BA) is 
Alumni share that special feeling 
A L M A 
MATTERS 
by M A R K A B E N N E T T , alumni association president 
IT'S HAPPENED MORE THAN ONCE to me-meeting someone and feeling as though we've met before, searching through our 
experiences to find what we have in common, 
and then, excitedly discovering that our 
connections go all the way back to Harding. 
Recently, I met a woman who had just 
placed membership at the congregation I 
attend. She looked so familiar to me, as 
though I had met her before, but she was 
fairly sure she had never met me. As our 
conversation continued, our connections 
suddenly unfolded - her sister and I were 
friends during our Harding days! That led to 
other connectors and, soon, we felt as though 
we had been best friends for years - all 
because of Harding. 
Other people notice it too. Last year, my 
husband and I were talking to a woman 
whose daughter had chosen Harding over her 
own alma mater. The woman said one of the 
strong factors in that decision was the fact 
that Harding alumni seem to be drawn to 
each other in some special way. 
Many years ago, an older friend at church 
commented that graduates from Harding had 
"something extra'' that made them different 
from other college graduates he had seen. 
Last year at my daughter's dub's mother-
daughter brunch, one of the mothers told me 
that she was so thankful her girls had chosen 
Harding for this same reason - Harding 
alumni have special feelings for each other 
that go beyond the norm. he had noci.ccd 
this quality in graduates who came ro their 
East Coast city; even if they we.r.e year apart 
in age, they still had common links. She 
assured me that she did not share those kind 
of strong ties to her state college or to the 
friends she made during her college years. 
What is this something extra - the 
special feelings we Harding folks have? It's 
more than shared professors, similar experi-
ences and living in the same dorms. I think it 
is the deep spiritual tie that binds us together. 
For me, as a student in the early 70s, it 
was the lily pond devotionals, vespers and 
daily chapel that built on the spiritual founda-
tion laid by my parents and kept me reminded 
of my faith; it was dear friends who cared 
deeply about me and my soul; it was people 
who loved me no matter what; it was loving, 
Christian professors who believed in me and 
what I could become; and it was a deep, 
abiding love for God that ruled our school. 
Every time I visit the campus, see an old 
friend, or discover another Harding connec-
tion, there it is again- that special feeling, 
that something extra. If you haven't been on 
campus in a while, visit Harding's Web page 
or e-mail Brett Watson, our alumni relations 
director, to be added to the Harding Digest. 
Call an old friend from your Harding days. 
Be friendly to that visitor at church, and you 
may discover you have a Harding connection. 
And be ready for that special feeling. lHI 
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co-owner of Ghost Riders Bicycles 
in Plainview, Texas. He and his 
wife, the former Susan Parks 
('72), have three children. (5228 
94th St., Lubbock, TX 79424) 
Richard Wolfe (BA) is the minis-
ter at Philo Road Church of 
Christ and recently authored a 
book, "Songs, Cymbals and Tam-
bourines." (1808 Summitt Drive, 
Urbana, IL 61802) 
'71 Kerbe Lee (BA) is the up-
per school headmaster at Colum-
bia Academy. His wife, the for-
mer Delores Hawkins (BA'72), is 
an elementary counselor in the 
Maury County Schools. They 
have four children. (501 Winning 
Drive, Columbia, TN 38401) 
'72 Ben Williams (MA) is 
vice-president, sales manager and 
co-owner ofTV3 Inc. in Searcy. 
He and his wife, Belinda, have 
two children. (810 W Vine St., 
Searcy, AR 72143) 
'73 Dan Cooper (BA) has pro-
duced a video cassette program, 
"Friendship Evangelism." His 
wife, the former Katherine 
Mitchell (BA), is an outpatient 
therapist with Rainbow Health-
care Association. They have four 
children. (603 N. Broadway, Pit-
man, NJ 08071) 
'7 4 Mark Meeker is a pharma-
cist and owner of South Park 
Pharmacy. Chosen as Santa of the 
Year for 1998 by the Hot Springs, 
Ark., Sentinel Record, Mark is in-
volved with Mexico mission efforts 
and helped start the Charitable 
Christian Medical Clinic in Hot 
Springs. He and his wife, Kathy, 
have two children. (222 Pitman 
Road, Hot Springs, AR 71913) 
Rick Adkins (BS), chief executive 
officer of The Arkansas Financial 
Group Inc., has been re-elected to 
a three-year term on the Certified 
Financial Board of Practice Stan-
dards. (95 White Oak Lane, Little 
Rock, AR 72227) 
'7 6 James Cox (BS) is director 
of rehabilitation at St. Mary's 
Hospital in Rogers, Ark. His wife, 
the former Connie Barnes (BA), 
is a vocational business instructor 
at Pea Ridge Middle School. They 
have two children. (11744 Hicko-
ry Drive, Bentonville, AR 72712) 
Charlie Maxwell (BS) is manag-
ing director with Morgan Keegan 
& Co. Inc. He and his wife, the 
former Lawana Burchett ('78), 
serve on the President's Develop-
ment Council at Harding. (7675 
Foster Ridge Road, Germantown, 
TN 38138) 
Plans are already being made for Homecoming Oct. 22-23. Major re-
unions, such as the 1Oth (class of 1989), 25th (class of 1974), 40th (class 
of 1959), and 50th (class of 1949), will celebrate individually. However, 
other classes, such as the 19th, 20th and 21st (classes of 1978, 1979 and 
1980), will celebrate in clusters. This grouping allows alumni to celebrate 
their reunion with friends in adjacent classes. 
All alumni are encouraged to participate in the planning of Homecoming 
'99. If you are interested in helping with a class, club or department re-
union, please let the Office of Alumni Relations know. The principal respon-
sibility of reunion volunteers is to encourage their friends and classmates to 
attend and to help plan where and when your group will meet. If you 
would like to volunteer to work on Homecoming '99, please contact Paula 
Kirby, program coordinator, at (501) 279-4344 or pkirby@harding.edu. 
Terry Siverd (BS) is the pulpit 
minister at Cortland Church of 
Christ. His wife, the former Jean-
nie Glasgow (BA'75), is a certified 
occupational therapy assistant 
with Comprehensive Rehabilita-
tion Services. (916 Lovers Lane 
N.W, Warren, OH 44485) 
Donald Zern (BA) is a taxpayer 
information officer with the State 
of Arkansas Department of Fi-
nance and Administration. His 
wife, the former Margaret Fuller-
ton ('79), is a registered broker 
with A. G. Edwards & Sons. They 
have two children. (138 Caney 
Meadows, Plumerville, AR 72127) 
'77 Dane Altman (BS) is pres-
ident of MD Network. His wife, 
the former Carole Winther ('80), 
is president of Zozza Gallery. They 
have two children. (3225 Charring 
Cross, Plano, TX 75025) 
Doug Langston (BA) is the ele-
mentary principal at Westside Ele-
mentary School in Searcy. His 
wife, the former Paula Reeh (BA 
'79), is an admissions secretary at 
Harding. They have two children. 
(7 Peppemee, Searcy, AR 72143) 
'78 Terry Noblin (BS) is an 
operations support specialist with 
Union Pacific Railroad. He and 
his wife, Beth, have two children. 
(1679 Maldon, St. Louis, MO 
63136) 
George Turner (BA) is chief of se-
curity assistance in Turkey for the 
United States Air Force. He and 
his wife, the former Melanie Ar-
quitt (BA '82), have two children. 
(PSC 90, Box 1593, APO AAE 
09822-7025) 
'79 Mark Carrell (BA) was 
promoted to information tech-
nologies supervisor at Middle 
Tennessee Electric Membership 
Corp. His wife, the former Dianne 
Jones ('81), works part-time as a 
teacher in the Kingwood Heights 
Church of Christ Nursery School. 
They have two children. (2323 
Crown Hill Drive, Murfreesboro, 
TN 37129) 
Brian Hogle (BS) is general man-
ager for Amazing Graphics in At-
lanta. His wife, the former Karen 
Arnold (BA), is employed with 
HOPE for Children, a Christian 
adoption agency. They have three 
children. (4845 Creekland View, 
Marietta, GA 30062) 
Malcom McCollum (BA) is a 
sales operations manager with 
Lucent Technologies. He and his 
wife, the former Susan Smith (BSN 
'78), have three children. (130 Ha-
ven Bluf£ Alpharetta, GA 30022) 
Elizabeth Sears Parsons (BA) 
received a Master's of Divinity de-
gree from Harvard Divinity 
School June 4, 1998. (1 Highland 
Park, #1, Cambridge, MA 02139) 
'80 Tim Curtis (BA) is the 
pulpit minister at Quince Road 
Church of Christ. He and his 
wife, the former Belinda Harri-
man (BA'81), have two children. 
(4177 Old Village Lane, Mem-
phis, TN 38125) 
Roger Hines (BA) completed his 
Ph.D. in religion from Baylor 
University in August 1998. (3772 
State St., Abilene, TX 79603) 
Dawn Zoller Hodges (BA) is an 
assistant professor of human re-
source management at Brenau 
University. (709 Tommy Lee 
Cook Road, Palmetto, GA 30268) 
Kendra Gorrell Johnson (BSW) is 
a medical social worker with Ma-
rietta Memorial Hospital. She and 
her husband, Charles, have a son. 
(Route 1, Box 361B, St. Marys, 
WV26170) 
Thomas Ritchie (BA) is girls' 
head volleyball coach at Liberty 
High School in Bealeton, Va. He 
and his wife, Deborah, have four 
children. (12485 Lucky Hill 
Road, Remington, VA 22734) 
Jayma White Rodino (BSW) is a 
housewife. She and her husband, 
Joseph, have a son. (6728 E. 4th 
Ave., Gary, IN 46403) 
'8} Tom Alexander (BA) is a 
hospital representative with Ab-
bott Laboratories. He and his 
wife, the former Jeannie Spencer 
(BBA '82), have three children. 
(96 Greenwood Lane, Portland, 
ME 04103) 
Mel Cochran (BA) is a staff anes-
thesiologist at St. Vincent's Hospi-
tal. He and his wife, Martha, have 
a daughter. (4500 Edgemere St., 
North Little Rock, AR 72116) 
Chris Jones (BSW) is the admin-
istrator for Midwestern Children's 
Home. He also serves on the 
board of directors for Fort Hill 
Christian Youth Camp and as a 
youth minister for Bonita Drive 
Church of Christ. His wife, the 
former Wendy Ashland ('83), is a 
teacher and secretary at Village 
Christian School. They have three 
children. (5952 Wedgwood Drive, 
Morrow, OH 45152) 
Danny McNeal (BA) is an intelli-
gence analyst with the U.S. Air 
Force. Recently promoted to tech-
nical sergeant, he is married to the 
former Mandy Risinger ('83). 
They have two children. (4619 
Lark Drive, Beale AFB, CA 95903) 
'82 Jerry Grigson (BBA) is an 
agency owner with Shelter Insur-
ance. He and his wife, Lisa, have 
two children. (580 Jim Arrant 
Road, West Monroe, LA 71292) 
Andy Holder (BA) serves as cen-
ter coordinator for Response On-
cology. He and his wife, the for-
mer Kerry Carter (BA'81), have 
two children. (8423 Asher Drive, 
Fort Wayne, IN 46815) 
Charles Savage (BA) is working as 
an adjunct instructor in music 
theory and literature at Ohio Uni-
versity. His composition, "Gloria," 
was performed at the Trinity 
United Presbyterian Church in 
Zanesville. He has been elected to 
the board of directors at the Zanes-
ville Community Theatre and is 
an officer of the Muskingum Fine 
Arts Association. (11 0 Parkwood, 
South Zanesville, OH 43701) 
Paul Shelton (BA) is the principal 
at Caddo Hills Elementary School. 
His wife, the former Sherrie Mc-
Cullough (BA'83), is a teacher. 
They have three children. (92 Ea-
gle Rest, Norman, AR 71960) 
'83 John Bradshaw (BBA) is 
an accounting manager with Ari-
zona Water Co. He and his wife, 
the former Brenda Coomes (BSW 
'81), have two sons. (6524 W Cro-
cus Drive, Glendale, AZ 85306) 
Gregory East 
(B BA) has been 
named the di-
rector of sales 
with Affordable 
Dental Plans. 
(8300 Autumn 
Wind Drive, 
Houston, TX 77040) 
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Education alumni take top state awards 
WO ALUMNI FROM 
the School of Ed-
ucation were sin-
gled out for their 
respective contribu-
tions to Arkansas' edu-
cation system. 
Sherry Jo Tipps of 
Conway was named 
Arkansas' 1999 Teacher 
of the Year in a cere-
mony at the State 
Capitol in Little Rock 
Nov. 13, 1998. Just 
days later, David Bangs 
ofVilonia was named 
the recipient of the 
state's Assistant Princi-
pal of the Year Award. 
Tipps, who after 
three years at Harding 
transferred to the Uni-
versity of Ohio, still 
considers herself a 
product of the Univer-
sity's Teacher Educa-
tion Program. 
A 22-year teaching 
veteran, she moved 
back to Arkansas in 
Lisa Reed (BA) is a registered 
1987 and began teach-
ing in Conway in 
1990. For the past four 
years, she has taught 
history, civics and ge-
ography to eighth 
graders at Carl Stuart 
Middle School. 
Through a program 
she started called the 
Ignition Arkansas Pro-
ject, she makes history 
come alive by means of 
actors and historians 
who make presenta-
tions in class. She also 
developed the Conway 
Urban Walk, a unique 
teaching tool in which 
students go from one 
location to another in 
downtown Conway 
learning both city and 
state history at each 
check point. 
Bangs, a 1980 
alumnus, was named 
the state's Assistant 
Principal of the Year by 
the Arkansas Associa-
tion of Secondary 
School Principals. It's a 
job he's held at Vilonia 
Junior and Senior High 
School since 1995, al-
though he's worked in 
the Vilonia schools for 
the past 18 years. 
The award, spon-
sored by McDonald's 
Corp., was a surprise. 
"I've only been the 
assistant principal for 
four years, and there's a 
three-year minimum 
service period required 
before a person even 
becomes eligible to re-
ceive the award," 
Bangs said. "Needless 
to say, I'm honored." 
In addition to his 
role as assistant princi-
pal, Bangs serves as the 
school's athletic direc-
tor overseeing 14 
coaches. He also takes 
on other responsibili-
ties that many tend to 
shy away from, includ-
ing overseeing student 
insurance, organizing 
the busing program for 
sixth through ninth 
graders, and handling 
disciplinary problems 
and detention halls. 
He also serves on the 
state's Executive Board 
of Secondary Principals. 
Bangs was noted for 
improving his school's 
learning environment, 
due in part to his abili-
ty to handle discipline 
problems in a fair and 
consistent manner. 
"It's not easy to be 
consistent, especially in 
a disciplinary mode," 
Bangs said. "I just try 
to make the situation 
advantageous to all 
parties involved - the 
students, parents and 
teachers." 
The love for stu-
dents and the dedica-
tion that both Tipps 
and Bangs possess is 
evident, as both affec-
tionately refer to their 
students as "my kids." 
Neither takes full cred-
it for their successes. 
Perhaps that's why 
they're recognized as 
some of Arkansas' 
finest. ]}{[ 
- Scott Morris 
minister for the Florence Church '86 Cynthia Goings Evins '87 Kevin Baker (BBA) is a 
nurse in circulatory surgery at St. of Christ. He and his wife, Gale, (BA) is a special education teacher claims representative with Progres-
Edward Mercy Medical Center in have two children. (1772 Deer at Newport High School. Her sive Insurance. (2233 Woodford 
Fort Smith, Ark. (31 Cedar Creek Run Drive, Burlington, KY 41005) husband, Shawn (BBA'88), is in Place, Louisville, KY 40205) 
Court, #7, Van Buren, AR 72956) 
David Swanson (BBA) retired in 
advertising. They have two chi!-
Diane Thompson Bussard (BSN) dren. (2109 ].R. Circle, Newport, 
Kenneth Smith (BA) and his wife, 1998 from the Arkansas Air Na- AR 72112) is a vascular anomalies specialty 
the former Debbie Quigley (BA tiona! Guard and is continuing his nurse with Arkansas Children's 
'88), own and operate a tour accounting business. His wife, the Jo Parr Hale and her husband, Hospital. She and her husband, 
home, Quigley Castle, in Eureka former Lisa Oglesby (BBA), was Danny, own and operate Wake Aaron ('89), have two children. (3 
Springs, Ark. They have two promoted to senior staff with En- Village Hale House of Gifts. Their Eagle Rock, North Little Rock, 
daughters. (274 Quigley Castle tergy Claims Management. They daughter, Brittney, was born Sept. AR 72120) 
Road , Eureka Springs, AR 72632) have two children. (6813 Flint- 2, 1996. (1 04 Greenfield Drive, 
Zane Daggett (BS) is national '84 Rick Alexander is an audio rock Road, North Little Rock, AR Wake Village, TX 75501) 72116) sales manager for Hitachi Cable. 
engineer with WMFE TV 24 in '8 5 Rose Bozarth works for Carol Johnson owns a consulting He and his wife, the former Kim-Orlando, Fla. He is also a freelance business for medical practitioners berly Bice (BA), have two chi!-
audio engineer for concerts and Carroll County Newspapers. (905 and works as a forensic case man- dren. (47 Autumn Run, Hooksett, 
freelance instructor for Full Sail Jefferson Ave., Berryville, AR ager for the law firm of Green- NH 03106) 
Center for the Recording Arts in 72616) man, Goldberg, Raby & Martinez 
Todd Frazier (BBA) is an interna-Winter Park, Fla. (851 Jamestown in Las Vegas. She has a daughter. 
Drive, Winter Park, FL 32792) Ed Madden (BA) is an assistant (251 S. Green Valley Parkway, tiona! tax specialist for 3M. He 
professor of English at the Univer- #3012, Henderson, NV 89012) and his wife, Susan, have two 
Lucy Shackelford Console (BA) sity of South Carolina. (1107 children. (837 Spring Hill Drive, 
teaches English as a foreign ian- Bryan St., Columbia, SC 29201) Dirk Smith (BA) is the youth and Woodbury, MN 55125) 
guage translator. She and her hus-
Ross Yingling (BBA) is project 
family minister at King of Prussia 
Darryl Halbert (BBA) is vice band, Tony, have three children. Church of Christ. He and his 
(Via Corridoni, 93 24124, Berg- leader at Acxiom Corp. He and wife, the former Wendy Lisle ('92), president of finance with Micro-
amo, Italy) his wife, Carol, have two children. have three children. ( 115 1Oth grafX Inc. He and his wife, the 
(15 Woodlawn Drive, Conway, Ave., Collegeville, PA 19426) former Stephanie Kirkeby ('88), 
George Hulett Jr. serves as the AR 72032) have two daughters. ( 4420 Maize 
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Drive, Plano, TX 75093) 
'88 Greg Atkinson (BS) is a 
systems engineer for Electronic 
Data Systems. (2635 Queens Hoi-
low Court, Montgomery, AL 
36117) 
Sheila Underwood Vamplin (BA) 
graduated from HUGSR in May 
1998 with a master's in counsel-
ing. She is a library assistant at 
Memphis University School, part-
time personal counselor, and pri-
vate piano teacher. (1000 Cherry 
Road, Memphis, TN 38117) 
'8 9 Gregg Barden (BS) is a 
family practice resident physician 
with University of Arkansas Med-
ical Sciences. He and his wife, Elisa, 
have two daughters. (336 Savan-
nah Drive, Jonesboro, AR 72404) 
Phillip Joyner (BA) is a systems 
engineer with Lexis-Nexis. (5709 
Dearth Road, Springboro, OH 
45066) 
David Melson (BSN) is a regis-
tered nurse with Emory Universi-
ty Hospital. He and his wife, 
Brenda, have two children. (307 
Salem Ridge Way, McDonough, 
GA 30253) 
Randy Neill (BBA) is a principal. 
He and his wife, the former 
Rhonda Lanier (BA), have two 
children. (P.O. Box lll, Alek-
nagik, AK 99555) 
Scott Stewart (BA) is working for 
USWest Dex Inc. as an Internet 
Web site editor for the company's 
Internet yellow pages division. 
(4500 S. Monaco St., #226, Den-
ver, CO 80237) 
Lawrence Underwood (BA) is the 
minister at First Christian Church. 
He and his wife, the former Molly 
Everhart ('89), have a daughter. 
(4811 Auburn DriveS., Mobile, 
AL 36618) 
'90 Susan Fisher Anding is a 
pharmacist and manager at Super 
1 Pharmacy. (4218 FM 16 E., 
Tyler, TX 75706) 
Tanya Honaker Bendigo (BA) is 
an aerobics instructor with the 
YMCA. She and her husband, 
David, have two children. ( 4908 
Glen Springs Trail, Fort Worth, 
TX 76137) 
Tom Harriman (BBA) is a man-
ager and fitness consultant with 
HealthCorp. (2103 Beebe Capps, 
#14, Searcy, AR 72143) 
Charles Reed is an information 
analyst with Electronic Data Sys-
terns. He and his wife, the former 
Lisa Schultz (BSW'89), have a 
daughter. (3207 Chelsea Court, 
Kokomo, IN 46902) 
Ron Smith (BA) is a systems engi-
neer with ABB Industrial Systems. former Shannon Banks (BA), married to the former Marsha 
He and his wife, the former Les- have a daughter. (P.O. Box 1053, Osborne (BS'92). (112 Dorman 
ley Rose (BA '88), have two chi!- Murfreesboro, AR 71958) Drive, Columbia, TN 3840 1) 
dren. (1023 E. King St., Lancast- '92 Launa Oliver Bookwalter er, OH 43130) Priscilla Stone (BA) has been ap-
(BA) is an account manager for pointed to the 
Jennifer Terry (BA) is the learn- Harding. She and her husband, Governor's De-
ing enrichment coordinator ar Joseph ('99), have a son. (117 velopment Dis-
Middle Tennessee Christian Mountain View Circle, Searcy, AR ability Council 
School. (1916 Black Fox Cross- 72143) Special Educa-
ing, Murfreesboro, TN 37127) tion Unit. She 
Jeff Bryson (MAR) is a therapist. teaches special 
Randy Williams (BA) is a gui- He completed the Juvenile Sexual education at 
tarist with the contemporary Offender Counselor Certification Heber Springs High School and is 
Christian group Big Tem Revival. Program at the University of a member of the Arkansas Elemen-
Their latest album, "Amplifier," Louisville in November 1998 and tary School Council. (1876 Stacy 
has been nominated for a Gram- received his LPC certification in 
; pri:~r Rd., Quitman, AR 72131) my. (2804 Valley Road, Nashville, December 1998. 
TN 37215) 9 Tim Chrisman (BA) is at-
'91 Cesar Angulo (BBA) is an Stephen Bunner (BA) is an audio- tending the University of Illinois visual operator at Opryland Hotel. working on his master's of music 
account executive with Univision His wife, the former Tara Hall in piano pedagogy. (URH 117 
Television Group. (3950 N. Lake- (BA'94), is a social studies teacher Sherman, 409 S. 5th St., Cham-
shore Drive, Unit 517C, Chicago, and assistant girls' soccer coach. paign, IL 61820) 
IL 60613) (402 Players Court, Nashville, TN 
37211) Kenneth Graber (BA) is a teacher 
Michael Anthony (BBA) is in fi- and coach with Grand Prairie 
nancial services industry develop- Kelly Kaufman (BA) is a sales ISO. He and his wife, the former 
ment with Peoplesoft. He and his representative with Rollpak Corp. Sharon Walker (BA'93), have a 
wife, the former Angela Logue (547 Mountcastle Road, Apt. B, daughter. (1301 Willow Wood 
('93), have three children. (580 Springfield, IL 62704) 
Creekwood Court, Brentwood, 
Court, Irving, TX 75060) 
CA 94513) Greg Needels (BFA) is an art di- Kelly Martin (BBA) is vice presi-
rector with The Big Idea in Rus- dent of construction with Shad-
Ginger Blackstone (BA) was pro- sellville, Ark. He is married to the dock Builders and Developers. 
mored to coordinating producer former Cynthia Stamps (BS). (7420 Ivanhoe, Plano, TX 75093) 
for CNN Headline News. (32 (4401 Buck Mountain Road, 
Peachtree, #1604, Atlanta, GA Dover, AR 72837) Travis McNeal (BA) is completing 
30303) his residency in clinical psycholo-
Kevin Snell (BA) is a clinical ther- gy at the University of Virginia. 
Joseph Cornell (MDiv) is the of- apist at First Hospital Corp. He His wife, the former Meleah 
fice manager for Globe X-ray Ser- and his wife, the former Leanne Parker (BA), is an eighth-grade 
vices Inc. (5015 S. Toledo, #SG, Anderson (BSN'93), have a son. 
Tulsa, OK 74135) (1001 Ridge Trail, Goodlettsville, 
English teacher. (1244 Maple View 
TN 37072) 
Drive, Charlottesville, VA 22902) 
Joel Cranford (BA) is director of Lee White III (BA) is a teacher at 
marketing with Sterling Informa- David White (BA) is a choral di- Gray Elementary. He and his wife, 
tion Systems. His wife, the former rector, and his wife, the former Glenda, have two children. (8639 
Elizabeth Grass (BA'92), is a Katy Staggs (BME'96), is an Eng- Whitecasde Lane, Houston, TX 
homemaker. (331 Levenseller !ish teacher at Central Arkansas 
Road, Holden, ME 04429) Christian School. (128 Plumdale 
77088) 
Drive, Sherwood, AR 72120) '95 Todd Bittle (BA) is a sales 
Philip DeYoung (BS) is president '9 3 Alex Blackmon is a loan representative for Sysco Foods. of De Young Software Services Inc. His wife, the former Andria Sis-
He and his wife, the former Lisa officer with the Small Business sion (BA'96), is a special educa-
Bailey (BS '90), have a daughter. Administration in Fort Worth, tion teacher with Fort Smith Pub-
(5310 Lee Hutson, Sachse, TX Texas. (1815 Silverside Drive, lie Schools. (322 May Ave., Fort 
75048) Grapevine, TX 76051) Smith, AR 72901) 
John Folding (BA) was promoted Angel Dean Collins is a senior of- Ryan Blue (BS) is an attorney with 
to sales system specialist with Bap- fice manager and program support Webb Law Firm. (5617 Scenic 
tist Memorial Health Care Corp. technician with the University of 
(1891 W Fletcher Run Circle, Virginia Department of Pediatrics. 
Drive, Little Rock, AR 72207) 
#203, Cordova, TN 38018) She and her husband, Glenn, have Randy Bunkley (BBA), a senior 
a daughter. (117 Doncaster Lane, auditor and consultant for Schitag 
Deana York Harmon is the librar- Charlottesville, VA 22903) Ernst & Young Deutsche Alle-
ian at Fulton County High meine Treuhand Agency, was 
School in Hickman, Ky. (62 Lacey Stacy Holley Golden (BA) is a transferred to Germany. (Ernst & 
Faye Drive, Benton, KY 42025) kindergarten teacher at Bullard 
Elementary School. (402 Lake-
Young LLP, International Reloca-
Dennis Mann (BS) is an applica- tion, 1280 Wall Street W, 1st 
tion developer with IBM Global 
view St., Whitehouse, TX 75791) floor, Lyndhurst, NJ 07071) 
Services in St. Louis. He and his Eric Morgan (BA) is a publicist James Conrad (BBA) is attending 
wife, Lira, celebrated their third with The Professional Image. South Texas College of Law. His 
anniversary in November. (2132 (1300 Adams, 30L, Costa Mesa, 
#8 Flordawn Drive, Florissant, CA 92626) 
wife, the former Holly Watson 
MO 63031) 
(BBA'96), works in billing for Dr. 
Christopher Robinson (BS) is an Daniel O'Neill. (2502 Ray St., 
Cory Wolfe (BBA) is in sales with NT systems administrator with Pearland, TX 77581) 
Sysco Foods. He and his wife, the American HomePatient. He is Todd Denoyer (BA) is the kinder-
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garren-eighth grade principal at Marlene Estrada (BA) is working Elrod, is a preschool teacher. ( 110 at the University of Alabama. (521 Darrin Shephard ('98) to Heather David Echols (BA'92) to Lorrie To Brant and Diane Kallis (BA To Shawn ('87) and Lisa Fish 
Luckett Christian Academy. (891 for Telecommunications of E. Josephine, #10, Weatherford, 39th St., Tuscaloosa, AL 35405) Henson (BA'97), July 18, 1998. Johnson (BA'92), Oct. 24, 1998. '92) Troutman, a daughter, Victo- (BBA'85) Smith, a son, Levi War-
E. Barrett, Madison Heights, MI Guatemala, S.A. (39 calle 10-93, TX 76086) (14317 Little Rocky, Mountain (123 Cooks Court, Brentwood, ria Brianne, Dec. 29, 1997. (402 ren, April 11, 1998. Shawn works 
48071) zona 11, Condominios El Roble Ben Diles (BA) and his wife, the Marriages Court, Centreville, VA 20120) TN 37027) Settlers Valley Drive, Pflugerville, for Huxtable and Associates and II, Casa 20, 01011, Guatemala) TX 78660) preaches for the Vinland Church 
Mike Fry (BBA) is the owner and former Heather James (BS), are Laura Shannon (BA '96) to New-
Ben Patterson (BA'97) to Randie Iisha Lemming (BS'98) to Holmes of Christ. Lisa is a homemaker. 
operator of Corporate Imaging Meghan Feeney (BA) is a child teaching at Columbia Academy. ton Click, Aug. 2, 1997. She is a 
Seeber (BBA'98), July 25, 1998. Paschall, Nov. 7, 1998. (P.O. Box To John ('88) and Stacey Pitman, (558 E. 1750 Road, Baldwin City, 
Resources Inc. His wife, the for- coordinator with The Shepherd's Ben teaches history and Bible and teacher. (3224 Janet Drive, #607, 
(407 Doris, Mountain View, MO 265, Sewanee, TN 37375) a son, Kenan, Jan. 15, 1998. John KS 66006) 
mer Margaret Anderson (BA), is Ranch. (1912 Green Mountain coaches football and basketball. Amarillo, TX 79109) 
65548) 
Darrin Ellis (BA'92) to Terri 
is the minister of discipleship at 
an occupational therapist. (18 Drive, #424C, Little Rock, AR Heather teaches math. (550 Tulip Tiffany Cook (BBA'91) to Drew Lowe (BSW'87), Nov. 21, 1998. 
Sycamore View Church of Christ. To John (BA'89) and Michelle 
Chatel, Little Rock, AR 72223) 72111) Drive, Columbia, TN 38401) Shannon Caul (BS'94) to Gary Baker, Aug. l , 1998. (117 Hibis- (7524 Damascus Drive, #1516, 
(6388 Constance, Bartlett, TN Sutherland (BA'88) Sullivan II, a 
Bond, Nov. 1, 1997. Shannon is a 38134) daughter, Reilly Brooke, April 11 , 
Matt Harrelson (BA) is a police Amy Franchina (BA) is an Eng- Raymond Fisher (HSBS) is the clinical dietitian. (9337 Berry 
cus Drive, Maumelle, AR 72113) Fort Worth, TX 76112) 1998. (22 Hamilton St., Asheville, 
officer with the Vero Beach Police !ish teacher at Pasadena High minister at Kenrville Church of To Chris ('91) and Jenny Brewer, 
Department. His wife, the former School. (3402 Preston Ave., #724, Christ. He and his wife, the for-
Ave., Rock Hill, MO 63144) Richard Limburg (BBA'97) to Carter Davis (BA'95) to Holly a daughter, Sivana Lee, Jan. 17, 
NC 28801) 
Sheri Bledsoe (BA'96), teaches Pasadena, TX 77505) mer Laurie Fischer ('81), have Sean French (BS'90) to Stephanie 
Kara Miller, Aug. 1, 1998. (2910 Paul (BA'95), Nov. 22, 1998. (1316 1998. (5007 N. I Oth St., Ozark, To John (BBA'87) and Shauna 
second and third grade at Glendale two children. (P.O. Box 82, Can- White, Jan. 24, 1998. Sean is a 
E. Moore, #183, Searcy, AR 72143) E. Market, #2, Searcy, AR 72143) MO 65721) Loe, a daughter, Kaulyn Rebekah, 
Christian School. (965 18th Place Robin Collins Jones (BA) teaches ning, Nova Scotia, BOP 1 HO, software engineer. ( 6407 Fort Mark Kinonen (BA'97) to Judie Christy Block (BSW'97) to Tyler April 13, 1998. John is a tax part-
S.W., Vero Beach, FL 32962) kindergarten at Livingston Parish Canada) Scott Court, Plano, TX 75023) O'Farrell (BA'96), Aug. 1, 1998. Ingle, Dec. 12, 1998. Christy is a 
To Donald and Beth Fischer ner with Wilf & Henderson. (15 
School District. She married in (104 S. Moss, #2, Searcy, AR children's protective services work-
(BS'89) Wilton, a daughter, Lau- Sugar Ridge, Texarkana, AR 71854) 
Michele German Hewitt (BME) July 1997. (18905 Poujeaux Ave., Lynda Leavelle (BS) is a teacher's David Perry (BBA'90) to Shelly 72143) er with the State of Michigan. 
ra, Feb. 12, 1998. (624 Bunn Hill 
graduated in December 1998 Baron Rouge, LA 70817) assistant at the University of North Varner (BA'90), March 6, 1998. Road, Vestal, NY 13850-5921) To Steve (BBA'86) and Lara Bras-
from Dallas Baptist University Texas. (301 Coronado Drive, David works for GTE. (P.O. Box Kendall Doan (BA'95) to Tammy 
(720 Kimberly, #201, Lake Orion, field (BSN'91) Haynes, a daugh-
with her master's in counseling. Molly Luten (BA) is an outpa- #1053, Denton, TX 76201) 46, Argyle, TX 76226) Johnson (BBA'98), Aug. 8, 1998. 
MI 48362) To Scott and Debie Wright ter, Victoria Camille, April15, 
(215 N. Moore, #8033, Coppell, tient therapist at America's Coun- (5200 64th Circle WN., C-10, Brad Williams (BA'98) to Amy 
(BSN'82) Pugsley, a daughter by 1998. (765 Planters Ridge Drive, 
TX 75019) seling Service. (P.O. Box 472, 
Nicole Ulrich (BA) is a first-grade Lisa Madeley (BSN'95) to Dou- St. Petersburg, FL 33709) Christy (MEd'98), Dec. 19, 1998. 
adoption, Lara Grace, Feb. 15 , Collierville, TN 380 17) 
Americus, GA 31709) teacher at Heather Glen Elemen- glas Martin, March 7, 1998. (2404 1998. (1405 S.W. Pacific Drive, 
Mavenee Mays (BA) completed tary. (6417 Duck Creek Drive, Zapata, Arlington, TX 76015) Glenn Lee (BA'94) to Maeta 
Brad is working on his master's at Lee's Summit, MO 64081) To Lyndell and Mary Wilson 
her master's in counseling from Jacy Moore (B ) i a econd- #2513, Garland, TX 75043) Ryser (BBA'97), Aug. 8, 1998. 
Harding, and Amy is teaching (BA'91) Roberson, a son, Sean 
Texas A&M-Commerce. She is grade reacher at bel by ~ks Ele- Rebecca Jones (BA'91) to Lance (703 W. Market St., Honey 
Spanish in Newport, Ark. (602 E. To William (BA'79) and Christie Cordell, April 28, 1998. Mary is a 
working with the Arlington TSD. memary. (5246 h !borne ircle, 
Kelly Walton is a metals broker Bailey, March 28, 1998. Becky is Grove, TX 75446) 
Vine, Searcy, AR 72143) Cofield Jr., a daughter, Sommer math and science teacher. (6 Wal-
(2113 Tierney Road, Fort Worth, #2, Memphis, TN 38134) 
with Progress Rail Services. He a software instructor with New Andrea Flatt (BA'86) to John 
Paige, March 2, 1998. (103 S. lis Circle, Searcy, AR 72143) 
TX 76112) Raymond Richardson Jr. (BA) is 
and his wife, the former Terri Horizons Computer Learning Heidi Burkham (BA'96) to Bran- Miller, Dec. 26, 1998. Andrea is a 
Broad, Lampasasas, TX 76550) 
Sutherland (BA'91), have a son. Centers. (8500 E. Jefferson Ave., don Baker, Aug. 15, 1998. (2601 To Todd (BA'85) and Lisa Taylor 
Richie Ray is a pharmacy manag- a consultant with Bell Atlantic. (1800 Longcreek Drive, #liP, 13H, Denver, CO 80237) Nonesuch, Abilene, TX 79606) 
second-grade teacher. (6006 Bark- To John (BA'94) and Tammy Neal (BA'85) Edwards, a son, Joseph 
er and pharmacist at Lifechek 
(161 Browns Woods Road, An- Columbia, SC 29210) 
er, Waterford, MI 48329) (BA'92) Burnside, a son, Brenton Michael, April28, 1998. (3900 
Drug. His wife, the former Caris- napolis, MD 21401) Leisa Barker (BBA'83) to Chris Kevin Parrish (BBA'97) to Jenelle Kristen Seidel (BA'98) to Kevin 
Neal, March 7, 1998. John is Bonway Drive, Pensacola, FL 
sa Crump ('96), teaches at Mont- David Roberson (BA) is an organ 
Kami Wentz (BA) is a pre-school Kinnin, May 2, 1998. (4974 Lipcamon ('99), Aug. 15, 1998. O'Quinn, Jan. 2. Kristen is a sec-
manager of financial services with 32504) 
gomery TSD. (159 April Waters, procurement/transplant coordina-
teacher at St. Francis House Child Hummingbird Lane, Memphis, (2420 Riverfront Drive, #906, ond-grade teacher. (3901 Accent 
Copy Products Inc., and Tammy 
Care Inc. (2100 Rebsamen Park TN 38117) Little Rock, AR 72202) is a kindergarten teacher. (Route To Jeff (BS'84) and Terry Heffing-North Montgomery, TX 77356) tor at Arkansas Regional Organ Road, #115, Little Rock, AR 
Drive, #1626, Dallas, TX 75287) 1, Box 137, Dike, TX 75437) ton (BA'84) Stidman, a son, Adam 
Dale Sheehy (BA) is the youth 
Recovery Agency. His wife, the 72202) Judy Redden (BS'77) to Daniel Tammy Callahan (BS'94) to Kurt Jeffrey, May 6, 1998. (2404 Peb-
minister at Sandstone Drive Church former Leslie Teague (BA'97), is '98 Jason Burton (BBA) is a Behrendt, May 8, 1998. Judy is a Muller, Aug. 23, 1998. Tammy is Births To Coby (BS'87) and Kim Math- ble Creek, Jonesboro, AR 72404) 
of Christ. His wife, the former Kim 
working on her master's in speech social worker with Baptist Memo- a physician associate in family is (BA'87) Cathey, a son, Coby 
Fancy (BA'92), is assistant director pathology. (3923 Oakwood Road, 
computer systems administrator rial Medical Center. (5406 Jack- medicine with Doctors Osteopathic To Juan and Becky Saunders (BA) Cartwright, March 15, 1998. To Rob and Jan Warlick (BBA'88) 
at St. Francis House Day Care. #8, Little Rock, AR 72205) 
with Burton Building Products. sonville Conway Road, Jackson- Cilnic. (P.O. Box 382, Lake Moreno, a daughter, Jasmin Car- (5820 Poole Drive, The Colony, Brown, a daughter, Madeleine 
(1717 Hatcher Road, #40, North Scott Smith (BA) is a disability 
His wife, the former Amy Walters ville, AR 72076) Stevens, WA 98258) olina, Sept. 2, 1997. (3604 N. TX 75056) Claire, May 7, 1998. (6840 Fox 
(BA'96), is a second-grade teacher Lafayette, Fresno, CA 93705) Creek Drive, Cumming, GA 
Little Rock, AR 72120) income supervisor for the state of at Central Arkansas Christian Cheok Lee (BA'88) to Daisy Japheth Langat ('99) to Clarice 
To Steven (BA'93) and Jana Stegall 30040) 
Denise Walton (BBA) is a payroll 
Arkansas with Cornerstone Finan- Schools. (11603 W. Stoney Point Cheng, June 6, 1998. Cheok is di- Perkins (BA'98), Aug. 29, 1998. To David (BBA'86) and Kathy 
(BA'94) Fitzhugh, a son, Grant 
supervisor with PageMart Wire- cial Services. (1305 Woodland Circle, Little Rock, AR 72211) rector of human resources for (2700 S.W. 16th, #119, Amarillo, 
Wilson (BA'86) Hardin, a daugh- Michael, March 19, 1998. (521 To Darrin and Amy Turner ('92) 
less. (9696 Forest Lane, #2201 , Park Road, Benton, AR 72015) Global-Tech Applications Inc. (Flat TX 79102) 
ter, Abigail Katherine, Sept. 29, Birchwood, Monroe, LA 71203) Clinton, a son, Jack Edward, May 
Dallas, TX 75243) Teresa Sparks (BSN), an employ-
Robin Henson Davidson (BA) is 11, 9/F, Yat Hei House, Tung Hei 
Jill Yotty ('98) to Quentin Hag-
1997. David is a claims adjuster 
To Wayne and Susan Carney (BS 
8, 1998. Amy is a special educa-
'96 Kevin Baldwin (BBA) is 
a public rela- Court, Shaukeiwan, Hong Kong) for Fireman's Fund Insurance, and tion teacher. (2117 Meadow-
ee health coordinator at St. Mary's tions assistant gard, Sept. 12, 1998. Jill is an ad- Kathy homeschools their five chi!-
'87) Taplin, a daughter, Amanda, brook, Abilene, TX 79603) 
working for Cogen Sklar LLP. 
Hospital, is pursuing a master's of with Stone & Raluca Eliescu (BS'95) to John ministrative assistant with First Fi- dren. (3449 Claista, White 
March 21, 1998. (476 Centerville 
(312 Willowbrook Drive, Norris- health science degree from the Ward in Little Milinichik, June 6, 1998. (521 N . nancial Planners. (2013 Brutus House, TN 37188) 
Road, Richland, NY 13144) To Gregg and Kristin Holst ('95) 
town, PA 19403) 
University of Arkansas. (P.O. Box Rock, Ark. (309 Arch St., Allentown, PA 18104) Court, Fenton, MO 63026) To Andy (BS'94) and Andrea 
Smith, a son, Gage Thomas, May 
152, Fayetteville, AR 72702) Washington, To Joseph (BS'90) and Angelia 
11, 1998. ( 1205 Pinnacle Pointe 
John Colvert (BS) is a graduate 
Beth Spurlock (BA) is a third- Ward,AR 
Gregory Harris (MS'95) to Anissa Valerie Ford (BA'97) to Jeff Houston (BA'88) Adkins, a Porter (BS'95) Chunn, a daugh- Drive, O 'Fallon, MO 63366) 
student at the University ofTen- 72176) 
Campbell (BA'92), June 13, 1998. James, Oct. 3, 1998. (2202A daughter, Madeline Sue, Oct. 9, ter, Hannah Michelle, March 27, 
nessee. His wife, the former Stacy grade reacher with Birdville ISD. Gregory is director of adolescent Pond St., Urbana, IL 61801) 1997. (6320 Eagle Valley Cove, 
1998. Andy is a family practice To Claude (BS'87) and Cynthia 
Hesselrode (BS), is a speech (2504 Central Park Blvd., #1028, Lisa Thompson Graves (BA) is a services with Pinnacle Pointe Hos- Kim Hardy (BSN'98) to David Bartlett, TN 38135) 
resident. (60 1 Cushing Ave., Ket- Baker (BA'87) Michael, a son, 
pathologist with Deborah Curlee Bedford, TX 76022) case coordinator with Saline pital. (406 S. Sherwood Drive, 
tering, OH 45429) Holden Pierce, May 13, 1998. 
Communication. (431 Manor Michael Stephens (BS) is an SS7 County. (2601 Woodvale Lane, 
#6, Searcy, AR 72143) Leverett, Oct. 3, 1998. (11 03 Lee To Mike and Brenda Wheaton (1105 Holly Drive, Carrollton, 
View Drive, Knoxville, TN 37923) Benton, AR 72015) 
Ave. , Douglas, GA 31533) (BA'85) Miceli, a son, Zachary To Mike (BBA'88) and Dolly TX 75010) 
engineer with All tel. (6 Poinsette Brad Silva (BA'93) to Debbie Bai-
Pamala Peachey (BS'91) to Michael Vincent, Nov. 20, 1997. (15490 
Nunley (BA'91) Scott, a son, Troy 
Josh Culbertson (BBA) is a senior Cove, Maumelle, AR 72113) Rachel Langston (BBA) is project ley, June 20, 1998. Brad is a sixth- Jennings Road, Fenton, MI 48430) 
Michael, April 1, 1998. (11726 E. To Steve (BA'93) and Elizabeth 
accountant with Warren, Averett, Sracey Moore Ward (BA) i :1 self- coordinator/general ledger with 
grade teacher. (12487 S.W. Win- Rossi, Oct. 10, 1998. (#11 Turtle 128th PlaceS. , Broken Arrow, Crockett (BS'92) Rose, a son, 
Kimbrough and Marino. (61 02 EPL. (305 Brook Highland Lane, terlake Drive, Tigard, OR 97223) 
Creek Court, Little Rock, AR To Bill (BBA'89) and Onetta OK 74011) Tanner Crockett, May 27, 1998. 
Beaver Brook Cove, Birmingham, 
employed dental software trainer. 
Birmingham, AL 35242) 
72211) Gardner (BA'89) Hammitt, a son, Steve is a teacher and coach, and 
(70394 l r., Covington, LA 70433) Suzan Henson (BA'88) to Randy Braden Clay, Dec. 21, 1997. (2054 To Chris (BA'92) and Gail Gon- Elizabeth is an elementary coun-
AL 35242) '97 Lance Aljian (BBA) is a Karina Lungo (BS) is a CBD Levins, June 27, 1998. (623 Jeff Batie (BBA'81) to Autumn zalez, a daughter, Sierra, April 8, Borden, Oct. 17, 1998. (190 E. N . Foxtrot, Nixa, MO 657 14) selor. (214 Fairway, Bald Knob, 
Jeremy Downie (BA) is a network technology representative for Thrush Ave., Duncanville, TX 
1998. (642 E.N. 15th St., Abi- AR 72010) tax accountant with Dillards. 75116) Highline Circle, #103, Littleton, To Ward (BA'91) and Mindy lene, TX 79601) engineer with Qwest. His wife, (13200 Chenal Parkway, #164, William Burn. (11 av. A 3-31 
the former Lisa Grove (BA'97), is Zona 2 Mixco Colonia Santa 
co 80122) Raines (BA'90) Sandlin, a daugh- To Rick and Melissa Chaffin 
Little Rock, AR 72211) Jeff Kreh ('95) to Cindy Taylor, To Kelley and Lisa Kirkbride (BBA 
a health and fitness coordinator Msnica, Guatemala) Glenn Dallmann (BA'94) to Hei-
ter, Katherine Ann, Dec. 29, (BBA'86) Marsh, a daughter, Eliz-
with CompuServe Computer Ben Duvall is a firefighter at Dal-
July 4, 1998. Jeff is owner of 
diJaekel ('97), Oct. 17, 1998. 1997. (224 Joanna Drive, Eliza-
'91) Peace, a son, Austin Kelley, abeth Lee, June 11, 1998. (4149 
Corp. (5841 Harvest Oak Drive, las/Fort Worth International Air-
Emily McMackin (BA) is working Krehtech Industries 2000+. (810 (561 Westview Drive, #108, Hast- beth City, NC 27909) 
April 8, 1998. (10811 Shell Creek Pangburn Road, Heber Springs, 
Dublin, OH 43017) port. His wife, the former Tara 
on her master's degree in journalism 112 E. Moore, Searcy, AR 72143) ings, MN 55033) 
Court, Houston, TX 77064) AR 72543) 
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To Bob (BS'80) and Tracy Collins, 
a son, Eric Hunter, Oct. 15, 
1998. (190 Roscommon Court, 
Tyrone, GA 30290) 
(BSN'94) McCabe, a son, Bran-
non Robert, Oct. 28, 1998. (2206 
Sherwood Hollow Lane, King-
wood, TX 77339) 
1998. Bob is a marketing special-
ist with EXE Technologies. (285 
E. Dove, Southlake, TX 76092) 
To Curt (BBA'93) and Shelley 
O'Cull (BA'92) Mickey, a son, 
Easton Mark, Oct. 15, 1998. 
(12731 Shale Lane, Indianapolis, 
IN 46236) 
To Terry (BBA'86) and Tamara 
Arnold (BBA'87) Gill, a son, Jack-
son David, Oct. 25, 1998. (18 
Cinderwood Cove, Maumelle, AR 
72113) 
To David (BBA'93) and Connie 
Barnett ('94) Combs, a daughter, 
Abby Way, Oct. 29, 1998. (13056 
Jackson Drive, Thornton, CO 
80241) 
To Jonathan (BBA'97) and Mor-
gan Nokes (BA'96) Pace, a daugh-
ter, Madison Belle, Oct. 16, 1998. 
(1055-A Lollie Road, Conway, 
AR 72032) 
To Scott (BA'88) and Lilli Carl-
ton (BA'90) Peugeot II, a son, 
Richard Scott III, Oct. 25, 1998. 
Scott is a captain for Corporate 
Airlines, and Lilli is a six-grade 
teacher. (1 09 Spring Ridge Lane, 
Nashville, TN 37221) 
To Michael and Angel Poliquin 
(BBA'97) Blanton, a daughter, Sara 
Britney, Nov. 1, 1998. (128 Geor-
gia Ave., Jacksonville, AR 72076) 
To Tres (BSN'95) and Stacey Cox 
(BSN'95) Oliver, a daughter, 
Jessie Lauren, Nov. 3, 1998. (Route 
5, Box 2006, Palatka, FL 32177) 
To Lance (BA'92) and Alison 
Jacobsen (BS'92) Rodgers, a son, 
Carson, Oct. 16, 1998. (4407 
Titleist Drive, Amelia Island, FL 
32034) 
To Ruben (BA'88) and Julie San-
tellan, twins, Natalie, Oct. 25, 
1998, and Matthew, Oct. 26, 
1998. (409 Kimber Lane, Hol-
land, MI 49424) To Rick and Renee Lindsey 
(BBA'82) Wallace, a daughter, 
Paige Nicole, Nov. 6, 1998. (9902 
LaJolla Drive, Austin, TX 78733) To Michael (BA'91) and Marsha 
Ballard, a son, John Michael, Oct. 
19, 1998. (2412 N. Fillmore St., 
Little Rock, AR 72207) 
To Ken (BBA'90) and Suzette 
Koch (BS'90) Weinhardt, a 
daughter, Allison Kate, Oct. 21, 
To Alan (BBA'89) and Christy 
Bendickson (BBA'89) Perkins, a 
daughter, Madison, Oct. 27, 
1998. Alan is the children's minis-
ter at Fairfax Church of Christ. 
(13805 Choptank Court, Centre-
ville, VA 20120) 
To Andy (BBA'92) and Kathlene 
Burright (BSN'92) Gaither, a son, 
Logan Brooks, Nov. 9, 1998. (6544 
Osage Trail, Plano, TX 75023) 
To Robert and Jamie Woodard To Luis and Cecilia Parra (BBA 
Gifts that give joy in the morning 
by R 0 W A N M C l E 0 D , director of planned gifts 
MOST OF US HAVE EXPERIENCED "buyer's remorse." A smooth-talking salesper-son rushes us into a decision we are 
unprepared to make. The usual pattern in-
volves the purchase of a car or something else 
of value. At first we try our best to be happy 
with our choice. But, invariably, the next 
morning we awake to the inescapable realiza-
tion that we made a poor decision. We are 
angry at the salesperson ... and with our-
selves for letting it happen. We suffer from 
"buyer's remorse." 
There is also something known as "donor's 
remorse." Perhaps an overzealous develop-
ment officer talks us into making a gift we 
later regret. It's not exactly what we wanted 
to do, and we feel badly about it the next 
morning. Our remorse is compounded when 
the asset is significant, and we are locked into 
an irrevocable agreement. 
The planned giving staff at Harding is 
committed to helping our donors create "re-
morseless" gift arrangements. We want satis-
fied donors. Our goal is "joy in the morning." 
In order to accomplish this goal, we follow 
these steps: 
1. Discover what our donors want to accom-
plish with the stewardship of their gifts. 
2. Present various options to help our donors 
discover the plan that will not only ac-
complish their objectives, but do it in a 
better way than they thought possible. 
3. Take all the time needed to explore and 
answer every question and concern. 
4. Endeavor to protect our donors from 
making gifts that would place them in fi-
nancial jeopardy. 
5. If other professionals such as financial 
planners, insurance advisors or CPAs need 
to be consulted during the planning 
process, we help to orchestrate this consul-
tation and even accompany our donors to 
these appointments, should they desire. 
6. Most importantly, we encourage every 
donor to review his or her gift plan with 
independent counsel prior to signing an 
irrevocable document. 
Again, instead of "donor's remorse," we 
want "joy in the morning." 
If you have been thinking of making a 
planned gift to Harding, perhaps now is the 
time to contact me. We will patiently guide 
you through the process and zealously guard 
your confidences. And, of course, there is no 
charge for our services. 
Also, if you would like a complimentary 
copy of our "Guide to Creative Planned Giv-
ing Arrangement," please call (800) 477-4312 
or write: Harding University, Box 12238, 
Searcy, AR 72149. IHI 
This anicle is imended foJ educarional purposes only. For specific and aurhor-
iwive applicarions, please consulr wirh your qualified profe.~sional adviser(s). 
'93) Nyqez, a girl, Natalia, Nov. 
10, 1998. Cecilia is a brand man-
ager with Procter & Gamble in 
Guatemala. (1869 N.W. 97th 
Ave., P.O. Box 609, Miami, FL 
33172-2303) 
To John and Terry Lockhart (BME 
'86) Shaw, a daughter, Savanna 
Rose, Nov. 12, 1998. Terry is a 
curriculum coordinator and music 
teacher at West Erwin Playschool. 
(1812 DeCharles, Tyler, TX 75701) 
To Craig (BA'82) and Pat Harville 
(BA'79) Zeringue, a son, Kent 
Michael, Nov. 13, 1998. (204 
Maple Ave., Houma, LA 70364) 
To Glen (BBA'94) and Gretchen 
Reynolds (BSN'96) Metheny, a 
son, Griffin Alan, Nov. 14, 1998. 
(49 White Oak Circle, Searcy, AR 
72149) 
To Andy (BBA'89) and Kelly 
Brown (BS'89) Olree, a son, Hen-
ry Andrew, Nov. 17, 1998. (HU 
Box 12252, Searcy, AR 72149) 
To Curt and Lisa Humble (BA'88) 
DelaField, a son, Cameron Rich-
ard, Nov. 21, 1998. Lisa is an in-
terior designer. (3847 Timberglen 
Road, #2614, Dallas, TX 75287) 
To James (BBA'98) and Kim Fur-
long (BSW'96) Bracken, a daugh-
ter, Kara Rose, Nov. 22, 1998. (16 
Laurel Lane, Jackson, TN 38301) 
To Steve (BBA'83) and Sandee 
Wood (BA'83) Holloway, a son, 
Timothy James, Nov. 27, 1998. 
(3906 Grandstand Court, Floris-
sant, MO 63034) 
To Jason (BA'93) and Marcie 
Thacker (BA'94) Roberts, a son, 
Addison Paul, Nov. 30, 1998. 
(7047 Cross Timber Lane, Mem-
phis, TN 38125) 
To Scott and Caren Johnson ('81) 
Mims, a daughter by adoption, 
Carri Sue, Dec. 6, 1998. (1608 
W Tennessee, Midland, TX 79701) 
To Jim (BA'92) and Jema Kingrey 
(BA'92) McCardell, a daughter, 
Moira Devin, Dec. 8, 1998. 
(42264 Parkside Circle, #101, 
Sterling Heights, MI 48314) 
To Kevin and Tracy Ramseyer (BA 
'93) Rhodes, a daughter, Makaria 
Faith, Dec. 9, 1998. (1200 Bowie 
St., Wellington, TX 79095) 
To Tim (BA'92) and Heather 
Fuchs ('96) Fowler, a son, Joel 
Aaron, Dec. 10, 1998. (300 N. 
Wildhorse St., Skiatook, OK 
74070) 
To Brad and Kendra Fenley ('90) 
Thornton, a son, Kaleb Porter, 
Dec. 11, 1998. (4012 32nd St., 
Lubbock, TX 79410) 
To Kelly and Shawn Bond (BBA 
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'90) Horn, a son, Levi Harrison, Drive, Cabot, AR 72023) 
Dec. 17, 1998. Shawn is an IS ad-
To Jeff and Jane Ann Gregory ministrator with VHA. (11 04 
Churchill Drive, Irving, TX 75060) (BA'93) Terwilliger, a son, Mark 
Ryan, Jan. 4. Jane Ann is a flight 
To Marshall and Kristine Witzel- attendant with Southwest Airlines. 
ing (BSN'91) Morris, a son, (2200 Riverfront Drive, #5206, 
Matthew James, Dec. 17, 1998. Little Rock, AR 72202) 
Kristine is a nurse at the Universi-
To John (BA'90) and Wendy ty of Chicago Hospitals. (136 Lee 
Lane, Bolingbrook, IL 60440) Ogren, a son, Isaiah Wray, Jan. 5. 
(514 E. 7th St., Irving, TX 75060) 
To Garry (BBA'92) and Melissa 
To Grant and Donna Wallace (BA Plummer (BA'93) Vollmering, a 
daughter, Abigail Layne, Dec. 22, '95) Davis, a son, William Grant 
1998. (1507 W Tucker Blvd., Ar- Jr. ,Jan. 14. (1121 E. Campbell 
lington, TX 76013) St., Edmond, OK 73034) 
To Craig (BBA'88) and Shelley To Alan (BA'94) and Lori Morris 
Frost, a daughter, Rachel Gloria, (BA'95) Underwood, a daughter, 
Dec. 28, 1998. (Route 2, Box 93 Kayley Marie, Jan. 19. (P.O. Box 
AB, Clarksville, AR 72830) 82, Palestine, AR 72372) 
To Andrew (BA'90) and Melissa Deaths Thacker, a daughter, Madison Ann, 
Dec. 28, 1998. Andrew is an at- Wilbur L. "Bill" Banks ('41), 80, 
torney. (2934 Las Campanas died June 30, 1998. Bill was a 
Drive, Farmers Branch, TX gospel preacher and Bible teacher 
75234) for 69 years. He preached for con-
To Steve (BBA'91) and Denise gregations in California, Oregon 
Ortbals (BA'95) Treece, a daugh-
and Nebraska and served as a 
teacher and administrator at Co-ter, Lauren Elizabeth, Dec. 30, 
lumbia Christian College, York 
1998. (654 S.E. Canterbury Lane, 
Lee's Summit, MO 64063) College and Pacific Christian 
Academy. He is survived by his 
To Phillip and Janice Martin wife, Ann, and daughters, Pat 
('90) Brown, a daughter, Peyton Coppinger, Phyllis Green (BA'69) 
Emily, Jan. 4. (35 S. Sunland and Becky Bullough (BA'73). He 
EVENTS 
APRIL 
22 James Dobson, founder of Focus on the Family; 
American Studies Institute Distinguished Lecturer, 
7:30p.m., Benson Auditorium; (501) 279-4497 
23-24 A Cappella Chorus Alumni Reunion, 6:30 p.m., 
Reynolds Center Room M106; (501) 279-4101 
25 75th Anniversary Musical Extravaganza in Mem-
phis, Tenn.; Office of Alumni Relations; (50 1) 279-
4276 
30-5/1 Church Leadership Seminar, Institute for Church 
and Family; (501) 279-4660 
MAY 
8 Spring Graduation Exercises, Graduate School of 
Religion, Memphis 
15 Spring Graduation Exercises; Main Campus, 
Benson Auditorium 
17 Summer classes begin, Graduate School of Religion, 
Memphis; (901) 761-1353 
17-6/1 lntersession, Main Campus; (501) 279-4403 
JUNE 
7-7/2 Summer I, Main Campus; (501) 279-4403 
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was preceded in death by his son, former Ruth Roberson (BA'58), 
Jim ('66). and two daughters, Deborah Star-
Cullen Dixon (BA'29), 94, died 
ling and Dorcas Riffle (BS'77). 
He is survived by a daughter, Lois 
Aug. 29, 1998. He was an elder in Vick (BS'74). 
the Washington Street congrega-
tion in St. Albans, WVa., for Diane Earnhart Inman (BA'77), 
more than 50 years. He is sur- 43, died Dec. 6, 1998, from a 
vived by his son, James. heart attack. She is survived by 
James Oakley Murphy (BA'28), 
her husband, Greg (BA'80); son, 
Timothy; daughter, Jene; mother, 
97, died Oct. 28, 1998. He is sur- Beverly; and brothers, Jeffrey 
vived by his daughters, Patty Mur- (BA'79) and David (BBA'91). 
phy and Anna Urilfers. 
Charles Dillard ('52), 67, died 
Michael Dale Isakson (BA'90), 31, from lung cancer Dec. 14, 1998. 
died Oct. 30, 1998, from cancer. He is survived by his wife, Donna. 
He is survived by his mother, Car-
ole, and four brothers and sisters. Doug Lawyer (BA'49), 71, died 
Edward Rockwell ('58), 62, died 
Dec. 29, 1998. He was the con-
gregational care 
Nov. 8, 1998, in a plane crash. minister at Ed-
Also killed in the crash were his mond Church 
wife, Davie, and grandson, Ben. of Christ, where 
Edward is survived by his sons, he had served 
Art (BBA '91) and John, and two since 1981. He 
daughters, Becky Price and Debby had preached in 
Payne. Arkansas, Texas, 
Conrad Louis Fugit (BA'63), 57, Kansas, Oklahoma and Missouri, 
died Nov. 14, 1998, after a and had spent five years as a mis-
lengthy illness. He is survived by sionary in Nigeria, West Africa, 
where he was instrumental in his wife, the former Gay Champ-
founding Nigerian Christian Hos-ney ('64), and a daughter, Cessy 
Hazlewood. pi tal. He is survived by his wife, 
Charla Cranford ('54), and four 
Lester L. Starling (BA'49), 79, daughters, Shauna Struby (BS 
died Nov. 29, 1998. He was pre- '78), Tami Bounds ('82), Cindi 
ceded in death by his wife, the Sanders ('83) and Keri Almendarez. 
6-11 National Leadership Forum, American Studies In-
stitute; (501) 279-4497 
12-17 Uplift- Session I, Institute for Church and Fami-
ly; (501) 279-4660 
17-18 Summer Experience I; (501) 279-4106 
19-24 Uplift- Session II, Institute for Church and 
Family; (501) 279-4660 
JULY 
6-30 Summer II, Main Campus; (501) 279-4403 
9-29 Honors Symposium, Session I; (501) 279-4478 
15-16 Summer Experience II; (501) 279-4106 
18-23 Summer Economics Institute for Teachers, 
American Studies Institute; (501) 279-4497 
23-8/6 Honors Symposium, Session II; (501) 279-4478 
31 Summer graduation exercises, Main Campus, 
Benson Auditorium 
AUGUST 
15-18 Tahkodah Music Camp; (501) 279-4343 
23 Registration for fall classes, Main Campus; 
(501) 279-4403 
24 Fall classes begin, Main Campus 
Give a gift. to lfarding 
ana recezve 
nco e 
Do you know you can receive a fixed, guaranteed income for life by 
establishing a charitable gift annuity? Gift annuities offer attractive interest 
rates to donors while helping build Harding's endowment for students. 
CHARITABLE GIFT ANNUITIES OFFER A NUMBER OF BENEFITS FOR DONORS: 
A Guaranteed Interest Rate 
Security of a Fixed Income 
ANNUITY RATES Current Income Tax Deduction 
Partially Tax-Free Income 
RETIREMENT 
ANNUITY RATES 
AGE OF 
One Donor* 
ANNUAL 
INTEREST RATE 
DONOR (FIXED) 
90 12.0% 
85 10.5% 
80 9.2% 
75 8.2% 
70 7.5% 
65 7.0% 
*Note: Two-life rates are lower 
due to added life expectancy. 
No Annuity Management Fees 
Payment Schedule Chosen by Donor 
Satisfaction of Financially Supporting Harding 
A gift annuity is a contract between a donor and 
Harding. In exchange for a gift of cash, stock, real 
estate or other tangible assets of $5,000 or more, 
Harding agrees to pay the donor (or two donors) a 
fixed guaranteed income for life. At the death of 
the donor (or both donors), the principal is left for 
the University's use. 
For more information, contact: 
Rowan McLeod, director of planned gifts 
Harding University, Box 12238, Searcy, AR 72149-0001 
1-800-477-4312 
E-mail: mcleod@harding.edu 
AGE OF 
DONOR 
40 
45 
50 
55 
60 
One Donor* 
ANNUAL 
INTEREST RATE 
STARTING AT 
AGE 65 (FIXED) 
26.8% 
20.0% 
15.1% 
11.4% 
8.8% 
*Note: Two-life rates are lower 
due to added life expectancy. 
Harding University issues charitable gift annuities only in those states in which it meets all requirements. 
This is for information only and is not an offer of or a solicirarion for a charitable gift annuity. 
HARDING 
U N v R S I 1" Y 
Box 12234 
Searcy, AR 72149-0001 
Forwarding Service Requested 
1' '+'r·r-jJ.J. 
'.:-:'?147'-·0 0 0:t 
The bright blue sky and calm weather that arrived jan. 25 when students helped neighboring communities with 
cleanup efforts bore little resemblance to the destructive evening just three days before when several tornadoes struck 
White County. More information on the student relief efforts is found inside on page 2. 
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